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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
VS. 
WALTER E. MOORE, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Appealed from the District Court of the First Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for Bonner County 
HON. JOHN P. LUSTER 
District Judge 
MOLLY HUSKEY 
Attorney for Appellant 
- a  . ,  LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney for Respondent 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL 'DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 SUPREME COURT NO. 36578 
1 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
1 
1 CLERKS RECORD ON APPEAL 
VS. 1 
WALTER E. MOORE, 
1 
1 
1 
Defendant-Appellant. 
1 
1 
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District fudge 
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Page 1 of 7 Case CR-2003-0000905 Current Judge Idaho Supreme Court 
Defendant Moore, Walter 
State of ldaho vs. Walter Moore 
Date Code User 
NEWC 
WAR l 
CTLG 
CRCO 
MlSC 
WART 
CTLG 
MlSC 
NOTR 
ORPD 
JLlS 
ARRN 
HRSC 
RMK9 
RQFD 
NOAP 
MISC 
RRFD 
RQFD 
RRFD 
CTLG 
HRWV 
ORDR 
JLlS 
PHWV 
TlOC 
HRSC 
INFO 
CTLG 
MlSC 
RRFD 
MlSC 
CTLG 
JLlS 
CONT 
INHD 
HARBISON 
HARBISON 
HARBISON 
HARBISON 
FORELL 
HARBISON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
HARBISON 
HARBISON 
ADLER 
ADLER 
FORELL 
ADLER 
ADLER 
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ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
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ANDERSON 
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FORELL 
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New Case Filed 
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Jail Booking Sheet - Confidential 
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Order Appointing Public Defender 
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Arraignment 1 First Appearance 
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Quentin F. Harden 
P-0412312003 
Def s Request For Discovery 
Notc Of Appear,rq For Prelim,mtn Bnd Redu, 
Search Warrant Returned 
Defs Response To Request For Discovery 
Plfs Request For Discovery 
Plf s Response To Request For Discovery 
Court Log 03-352 
Hearing Waived - Preliminary 
Order Holding Def To Answer 
Jail lnformation Sheet 
Preliminary Hearing Waived (bound Over) 
Transfer In (from ldaho Court Or County) 
Hearing Schedules - District Court (0510812003) 
Steve Verby 
lnformation 
Court Log, Tape Pio 03-390, Pc For Slw 
Search Warrant Issued 
Plfs Supp Response To Request For Discovery 
Search Warrant Returned 
Jail lnformation Sheet 
Continued - Arraighment 
Interim Hearing Hgid 
Judge 
Magistrate Court Clerks 
Barbara Buchanan 
Barbara Buchanan 
Barbara Buchanan 
Barbara Buchanan 
Barbara Buchanan 
Justin W. Julian 
Justin W Julian 
Justin W. Julian 
Justin W. Julian 
Justin W. Julian 
Justin W. Julian 
Quentin F. Harden 
Quentin F. Harden 
Magistrate Court Clerks 
Magistrate Court Clerks 
Barbara Buchanan 
Magistrate Court Clerks 
Magistrate Court Clerks 
Magistrate Court Clerks 
Quentin F. Harden 
Quentin F. Harden 
Quentin F. Harden 
Quentin F. Harden 
Quentin F. Harden 
Steve Verby 
Steve Verby 
Steve Verby 
Barbara Buchanan 
Barbara Buchanan 
Steve Verby 
Barbara Buchanan 
Steve Verby 
Steve Verby 
Steve Verby 
Steve Verby 
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HRSC 
CTLG 
JLlS 
ARRN 
GLTY 
HRSC 
G LTY 
ORDR 
ORDR 
MI SC 
MlSC 
MlSC 
MlSC 
STlP 
PSRT 
ORDR 
CTLG 
JLlS 
EXHB 
STAT 
SNIC 
SNFl 
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NOTC 
APSC 
RMK9 
MOTN 
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ORPD 
MOTN 
MACKINNO 
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MACKINNO 
MACKINNO 
MACKINNO 
MACKINNO 
MACKINNO 
MOLLENKO 
MACKINNO 
MOLLENKO 
MACKINNO 
MACKI NNO 
MACKI NNO 
MACKINNO 
MACKINNO 
MACKINNO 
MACKINNO 
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MORELAND 
MORELAND 
MORELAND 
MORELAND 
MORELAND 
BAlRD 
BAlRD 
MOLLENKO 
Judge 
Hearlng Scheduled - Arra~gnment (06105/2003) Steve Verby 
Steve Verby 
Court Log 03-48915051506 Steve Verby 
Jail Information Sheet Steve Verby 
Arraignment I First. Appearance Steve Verby 
Guilty Plea Steve Verby 
Hearing Scheduled - Sentencing (0910212003) Steve Verby 
Steve Verby 
Guilty Plea Or Admission Of Guilt - GT (118-1508 Steve Verby 
Lewd Conduct With Child Under 16) 
Order For Examination Steve Verby 
Order To Transport (for Examination) Steve Verby 
Ltr From Def Steve Verby 
Report from North Idaho Treatment Steve Verby 
Statement from North ID Treatment Assoc Steve Verby 
Report from Dr. Timlin Steve Verby 
Stipulated Motion for Order Allowing Defendant to Steve Verby 
Wear Civilian Clothes at Sentencing 
Presentence Report Steve Verby 
Order to Allow Defendant to Wear Civilian Steve Verby 
Clothes at Sentencint 
Court Log- 03-7411742 Steve Verby 
Jail lnformation Sheet 
Exhibit List 
Steve Verby 
Steve Verby 
STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Steve Verby 
Sentenced To Incarceration (11 8-1 508 Lewd Steve Verby 
Conduct With Child Under 16) Confinement 
terms:Penitentiary determinate: 15 years. 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 0910212003 Steve Verby 
03:OO PM: Sentenced To Fine And lncarceration 
Judgment & Commitment Steve Verby 
Notice of Appeal 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
Steve Verby 
Steve Verby 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Steve Verby 
Motion For Appt. Of State Appell. Pub. Def. Idaho Supreme Court 
Change Assigned Judge Idaho Supreme Court 
Order for Appointment of State Appellate Public ldaho Supreme Court 
Defender 
Defendant: Moore, Walter Order Appointing Idaho Supreme Court 
Public Defender Public defender Molly Huskey 
Motion & affd in supt for apptmt of counsel Idaho Supreme Court 
Jalsni y q e d  uyor 
Jajsni yct!~led uyor 
Jalsni yqqed uyor 
Jalsni y q ~ l e d  uyor 
Jalsni yqqed uyor 
Jalsni y q ~ l e d  uyor 
Jalsni y q ~ l e d  uyor 
sy~a13 uno3 w s ! a  
h q ~ a ~  ariais 
Aq~a/\ aAalS 
Aq~a/\ aAalS 
AqJa/\ aAalS 
Aq~a/\ aAalS 
Aq~a/\ aAalS 
Aq~a/\ ahals 
Aq~a/\ aAalS 
Aq~a/\ ahals 
uno3 a u a ~ d n s  oyepl 
uno3 a u a ~ d n s  oyepl 
uno3 a u a ~ d n s  oyepl 
uno3 a u a ~ d n s  oyepl 
yno3 a u a ~ d n g  oyepl 
uno3 a u a ~ d n s  oyepl 
uno3 aua~dng  oyepl 
uno3 a u a ~ d n s  oyepl 
uno3 a u a ~ d n s  oyepj 
yno3 3waJdns oyepl 
uno3 a u a ~ d n ~  oyepl 
uno3 awa~dns oyepl 
113dd0 
113dd0 
113dd0 
113dd0 
Sd l l l lHd  
Sd l l l lHd  
Sd l l l lHd  
Sd l l l lHd  
Sd l l l lHd  
Sd l l l lHd  
Sd l l l lHd  
Sd l l l lHd  
800Zl0 L I E  
800Zl8lE 
8OOZILZIS 
800Zl6 118 
8OOZ1818 
800ZlOZl9 
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SOOz/l/2 
SOOZl8 21 1 
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Page 4 of 7 Case CR-2003-0000905 Current Judge Idaho Supreme Court 
Defendant Moore, Waiter 
State of ldaho vs. Walter Moore 
Date Code User Judge 
OPPELT Notice of Hearing John Patrrck Luster 
NOAP 
APER 
MORELAND Notice Of Appearance John Patrick Luster 
MORELAND Defendant: Moore, Walter Appearance lsabella John Patrick Luster 
Robertson 
LETT 
ORDR 
OPPELT Letter from Both Counsel to Judge Luster John Patrick Luster 
OPPELT Order for New Presentence Investigation; order John Patrick Luster 
for Psychosexual Evaluation 
ORDR 
ORDR 
LETT 
ST1 P 
ORDR 
CONT 
OPPELT Order to Transport John Patrick Luster 
OPPELT Order to Transport John Patrick Luster 
OPPELT Letter from Defendant to Judge Luster John Patrick Luster 
OPPELT Stipulated Motion to Continue Re-Sentencing John Patrick Luster 
OPPELT Order to Vacate and Continue Re-Sentencing John Patrick Luster 
OPPELT Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on John Patrick Luster 
11/24/2008 10:OO AM: Continued 
(Re-Sentencing) 
OPPELT Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled John Patrick Luster 
01/26/2009 10: 15 AM) Re-Sentencing 
HRSC 
ORDR 
PSR 
OPPELT Order to Transport John Patrick Luster 
OPPELT Presentence Report John Patrick Luster 
Document sealed 
OPPELT Attachment To Pre-sentence Report John Patrick Luster APSl 
Document sealed 
OPPELT Order to Transport John Patrick Luster ORDR 
MlSC PHILLIPS copies of correspondence from Defendant John Patrick Luster 
(approx 50 pages) 
Document sealed 
PHILLIPS Amended Order to Transport John Patrick Luster ORDR 
STlP 
CTLG 
ORDR 
ORDR 
DCHH 
OPPELT Stipulated Motion to Continue Sentencing John Patrick Luster 
OPPELT Court Log- CD# 09-32 John Patrick Luster 
OPPELT Order to Vacate and Continue Sentencing John Patrick Luster 
OPPELT Order for Evaluation(s) and Setting Sentencing John Patrick Luster 
OPPELT Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on John Patrick Luster 
01/26/2009 10:15 AM: District Court Hearing Helc 
Court Reporter: Anne MacManus 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less Than 100 Pages Re-Sentencing 
(to be Continued) 
HRSC 
NOTC 
OPPELT Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled John Patrick Luster 
02/23/2009 01 :30 PM) (Re-Sentencing) 
OPPELT Notice of Filing Evaluation Psychosexual John Patrick Luster 
Evaluation and Polygraph 
Document sealed 
OPPELT Presentence Report John Patrick Luster PSR 
Document sealed 
- 4- 
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Page 5 of 7 Case CR-2003-0000905 Current Judge. Idaho Supreme Court 
Defendant Moore, Walter 
State of ldaho vs. Walter Moore 
Date Code User 
2/20/2009 STIP OPPELT 
ORDR OPPELT 
CONT OPPELT 
HRSC OPPELT 
311 1/2009 SUB1 ADLER 
311 612009 MOTN PHILLIPS 
HRSC PHILLIPS 
311 9/2009 ST1 P OPPELT 
ORDR OPPELT 
3/23/2009 CTLG OPPELT 
SUBR OPPELT 
JLlS OPPELT 
ORDR OPPELT 
DCHH OPPELT 
DENY OPPELT 
CONT OPPELT 
3/24/2009 HRSC OPPELT 
OPPELT 
4/27/2009 CTLG OPPELT 
EXH B OPPELT 
JLlS OPPELT 
Judge 
Stipulated Motion to Continue Sentencing John Patrick Luster 
Order to Vacate and Continue Sentencing John Patrick Luster 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on John Patrick Luster 
02/23/2009 01 :30 PM: Continued 
(Re-Sentencing) 
Wearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled John Patrick Luster 
03/23/2009 01 :30 PM) (Re-Sentencing) 
Subpoena Issued-IDOC-Medical Records Dept John Patrick Luster 
Motion for Removal of Prior Presentence John Patrick Luster 
Investigation from IDOC and Court Records; 
Notice of Hearing - March 23, 2009 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/23/2009 01:30 John Patrick Luster 
PM) for Removal of Prior PSI 
Stipulated Motion to Transport John Patrick Luster 
Order to Transport James R. Michaud 
Court Log- CD# 09-81 John Patrick Luster 
Subpoena Returned and Served to Idaho John Patrick Luster 
Correctional Center-Custodian of 
Records-Medical Records Department on 
03-1 2-09 
Jail Information Sheet John Patrick Luster 
Order to Seal Prior Presentence lnvestigation John Patrick Luster 
Hearing result for Motion for Removal of Prior PSI John Patrick Luster 
held on 03/23/2009 01:30 PM: District Court 
Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Anne MacManus 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less Than 100 Pages 
Hearing result for Motion held on 03/23/2009 John Patrick Luster 
01:30 PM: Motion Denied for Removal of Prior 
PSI 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on John Patrick Luster 
03/23/2009 01 :30 PM: Continued 
(Re-Sentencing) 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled John Patrick Luster 
04/27/2009 01:30 PM) (Re-Sentencing) 
Amended Notice of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
Court Log- CD# 09-1 03 John Patrick Luster 
Exhibit List John Patrick Luster 
Document sealed 
Jail Information Sheet John Patrick Luster 
Date 811 912009 First Judicial District Court - Bonner County User MUELLER 
a&*i3 
Time 12@jz PM ROA Report IS+,. eg* 
W&<Z 
Page fi of 7 Case CR-2003-0000905 Current Judge Idaho Supreme Court 
Defendant Moore, Walter 
State of ldaho vs. Walter Moore 
Date Code User 
4/27/2009 DCHH OPPELT 
Judge 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on John Patrick Luster 
04/27/2009 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Helc 
Court Reporter, Anne MacManus 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less Than 100 Pages 
(Re-Sentencing) 
SNMD OPPELT Sentenced ModifiedSentence modified on John Patrick Luster 
4/27/2009. (1 18-1 508 Lewd Conduct With Child 
Under 16) 
DPHR OPPELT Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on John Patrick Luster 
04/27/2009 01 :30 PM: Disposition With Hearing 
JDMT 
NLRV 
APSC 
NTOA 
CHJG 
MOTN 
OPPELT 
PHILLIPS 
MUELLER 
MUELLER 
MUELLER 
MUELLER 
Amended Judgment and Sentence (3 pages) John Patrick Luster 
Notice of Loss of Right to Vote John Patrick Luster 
Appealed To The Supreme Court John Patrick Luster 
Notice Of Appeal John Patrick Luster 
Change Assigned Judge Idaho Supreme Court 
Motion and Affidavit in Support for Appt. of Idaho Supreme Court 
Counsel 
Motion and Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on ldaho Supreme Court 
Partial Payment of Court Fees 
MOTN MUELLER 
Faxed appeal documents to Judge Luster for Idaho Supreme Court 
review and signature 
MUELLER 
Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal sent to ISC Idaho Supreme Court CCOA 
NOTA 
MUELLER 
MUELLER Amended NOTICE OF APPEAL filed by I. Idaho Supreme Court 
Robertson 
MOTN 
MlSC 
MUELLER 
PHILLIPS 
Motion for Apptmt of SAPD Idaho Supreme Court 
faxed Order Granting Appointment of Counsel - John Patrick Luster 
Bonner County Public Defender?? 
faxed Order indicating fees waived John Patrick Luster ORDR 
ORDR 
PHILLIPS 
PHILLIPS Order for Appointment of State Appellate Public John Patrick Luster 
Defender 
ORDR MUELLER 
MUELLER 
MUELLER 
Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal- Idaho Supreme Court 
CCOA rec'd by ISC-assigned docket # Idaho Supreme Court 
Clerk's Record and Transcript due dates Idaho Supreme Court 
suspended 
MUELLER 
MUELLER 
Amended Notice of Appeal filed w/lSC Idaho Supreme Court 
Appellant's Response to Conditional Dismissal ldaho Supreme Court 
filed w/lSC 
Clerk's Record and Transcript Due Dates Reset ldaho Supreme Court MUELLER 
MUELLER ORDR Order Withdrawing Order Conditionally Idaho Supreme Court 
Dismissing Appeal 
NOTA 
CCOA 
MUELLER 
MUELLER 
2ND AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL Idaho Supreme Court 
Amended Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal sent to ldaho Supreme Court 
ISC 
Date: 811 912009 
Time I&&PM ~333 
Page 7 of 7 
First Judicial District Court - Banner County 
ROA Report 
Case CR-2003-0000905 Current Judge ldaho Supreme Court 
Defendant: Moore. Walter 
User: MUELLER 
State of ldaho vs. Walter Moore 
Date Code User Judge 
8/4/2009 NOTC MUELLER Notice of Second Amended Notice of Appeal filed Idaho Supreme Court 
wllSC 
IN THE Dlf UCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICLI DISTRICT 
OF THE SKATE b~ IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNT r OF BONNER 
m"m" COURT MINUTES 
JUDGE: & + L k e n g %  CASE NO: -03- 0 0 $ 0 b  
DIVISION: TAPE NO: 
DEPUTY CLERK: DATE: 
VS. wo \kt nbuit... 
COUNSEL FOR PUNTIFF COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT 
J / CALLS CASE 
DATE ,20 PAGE 2 Of 
COURT MINUTES . 
I .  
BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTING ATORNEY 
1 1 23 W Lake Street 
PO Box 1486 
Sandpoint, ID 831364 
(208) 263-671 4 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) Case NO.: CR-5- 0s ~ i a c  
VS. 
1 
) COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL 
) (FELONY) 
WALTER MOORE, ) 
DOE3 : 03-09-60 1 
) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW Detective Susan Cotter, Bonner County SheriWs Office, and being first 
duly sworn under oath, complains that the above-named Defendant did commit the crime of 
LEWD CONDUCT WITH A MINOR UNDER SIXTEEN, a Felony, Idaho Code $18-1508 
committed as follows: 
The Defendant, WALTER MOORE, from January through April, 2003, in the County of 
Bonner, State of Idaho, did willfully and unlawfully, commit a lewd and lascivious act upon the 
body of a minor, J.B., under the age of sixteen years, to-wit: of the age of six years, by sucking 
said child's penis, touching said child's penis with his hands, andlor attempting anal 
penetration of said child with his penis, with the intent to arouse, appeal to, or gratify the lust, 
passion, or sexual desire of the Defendant. 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL - 1. 
All of which is contrary to the form of the statute in such cases made and provided and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
WHEREFORE, Complainant prays that the Defendant be dealt with according to law. 
DATED this day of ,2003. 
rCI- 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 1 day of 2003. 
n 
MAGISTRATE OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL - 2. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
vtlL kAe CHARGES 
NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS 
7 L/O7 -,20/d CASE CALLED DATE q@IL33  TIME / : iWP.n .  
TAPE 1 (9-3 - d7 6 JUT& [ JTraf f ic [ &r st Appearance [ 13 
CE8 : 
Y F n d a n t  &AQh, b ,  [ Other A A .  r 
[ Def. A t t o r n e y f i d  [ N ~ r o s .  Attorney 
d , 
FAILURE TO APPEAR: 
[ ] Defendant having f a i l e d  t o  appear, and good cause not ehown f o r  such abmence, 
IT IS ORDERED: Warrant of Attachment Cash Bond 
[ ] Bench Warrant Issued Bond [ ]Bond Forfeited 
[ ] Referred t o  Prornecuting Attorney f o r  probable cauoe t o  immue arrernt warrant 
PROC EDIIYGB AHD ADVI8EblElblT OF RIGRTB: 
[ /Defendant is in fomud  of th. chargee againmt himiher and a11 l e g a l  right., inc luding 
t h e  r i g h t  t o  be repreaentad by couneel. 
[< Dafsndant advimed of uxinnur~ penaltie.  and penaltieta f o r  ~ubaequen t  violation.. 
[ ] Defendant waives r i g h t  t o  counsel. [ ]Hire own at torney.  [3f/ Dsf endant mworn 
[&f Public Defender appointed A C Fd [ ] Court denies  c o u r t  appointed couneel. [ ) Defendant waives r i g h t  to PJD. 
[ ] Matter continued 
[ ] Charge w n d e d  
PRELIMIHARY HEARIBt3: 
[ ] Statutory time waived [d Set preliminary hearing [ ] Preliminary hearing waived [ d l 4  days [ ] 21 days 
[ ] DEFENDANT ENTERS PLEA OF NOT GUILTY 
[ ] Set for Pre-Trial Conference and Jury Trial [ ] Set for Court Trial 
ENTRY OF a u I L m  PLEA: 
[ ] Enters  p l e a  f r e e l y  and vo lun ta r i ly  with knowledge of consequences. 
[ ] Defendant i e  advised of r i g h t s  waived on p l e a  of g u i l t y  and understand.. 
[ ] Plea of g u i l t y  accepted by t h e  court .  
[ ] Set f o r  diepornition 
[ ] Alcohol evaluat ion  waived. 
[ ] Defendant ordered t o  obta in  alcohol  evaluat ion  p r i o r  t o  d i e p o s i t i o n  date .  [ ] Recorde check requested. 
BAIL : 
[ ] Released on own recognizance [@ail set at $- 
[ ] Remanded to the custody of the Sheriff 
[ ] Released on bond previously posted 
Other: 
/ 

I 
FILED- 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
BY- DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE 
STATE OF IOAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
APPLICATION FOR. 
BY ) 
DEFENDANT I PARENT I GUARDIAN ) 
J 
DATE OF BIRTH ) 
CASE NO. 
FINAMGIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER 
1 
SOC. SECURITY # 1 
NOTE: If this application is being made on behalf of a juvenile, please answer the following questions as they apply to hislher 
parents or legal guardian. 
I, the above named defendant, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say in support of my request for court appointed 
counsel: 
My current address is: 
(Street or PO. Box City State Zip Code) 
My current telephone number or message phone is: 
That I have been charged with the crime of 
BELOW IS A TRUE AND CORRECT STATEM!- NT OF MY FINANCIAL CONDITION: 
1. EMPLOYMENT: 
A. Employed: i/ yes no 
C. If not employed, or self- 
- @  
2. INCOME MONTHLY (Include income of spouse married): 
Wages before deductions $ 5 7-5 ' Other income: (Specify: Child Support, S.S., V.S., A.D.C., 
Less Deductions $ 
Net Monthly Wages $ $ 
3. EXPENSES MONTHLY: 
Rent or Mortgage Payment $2- * 
- - 
Utilities 
Clothing 
Child Care 
Recreation 
Medical 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER - 1 (Rev. 1/00) OC EON - 021 
3. Erg$NSES MONTHLY (Continued): i 
/8-&3 i fl???? 
~+dTmrrsportation Insurance %!$ 
School Other: (Specify) 
Food 
DEBTS: Creditor Total $ $ per ma. 
Creditor Total $ $ per mo. 
4. ASSETS: 
A. I (we) have cash on hand or in banks 
8. I (we) own personal property valued at 
C. I (we) own vehicle(s) valued at 
D. I (we) own real property valued at 
E. I (we) own stocks, bonds, sscurities, or interest therein 
5. THE FOLLOWING ALSO AFFECTS MY FINANCIAL CONDITION (Specify): 
6. DEPENDENTS: / Self -d Spouse Children -& Other (specify) 
(number) 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
The above named 
aforesaid charge and id of counsel. The 
ined the applicant; DENIES the appointment of the service of counsel in all matters 
pertaining to this 
The 
counsel, at a rate 
notified by the court. 
DATED this 
for the services of 
and continuing until 
day of 
I /  Custody Status: In Out 
Bond $ do0 0--0 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER. 2 
Y Copiy To: 
secuting Attorney 
[ r] Public Defender notified by phone 
Date Deputy Clerk 
4 5 -  (ReV.lMo) OC BON - 021 
JAIL INFORMATION FOR BONNER COUNTY S#GWFFIS OFFICI 
r JUDGE: &I- /ti G- 
[ ~ U B J E C T  IS TO: [ 1 BE ORD 
[ ] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER 
[*MAIN M CUSTODY 
[ ] BE RELEASEDITIME SERVED [*BOND $_ 2 TO 
[ ] BE RELEASED TO PARENTPTA 
[ ] MUST SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION [ ]WORK RELEASUSEARCH GRANT 
[ ] SENTENCEDTO: [ ] DAYS IMPOSED [ ] HOURS ON SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGRAM. 
[ 1 DAYS SUSPENDED SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODAY 
[ 1 DAYS TO SERVE AT SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE BY: 
[ 1 DAYS CREDIT ,20 . 
[ ] SUBJECT TO REPORTTO THE BONNER COUNTY JAIL ON: AT - F
[ ] BREATH OR U/A TEST ORDERED X'S WEEKLY ON: AT - A 
[ ] SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS THAN AND NOT MORE THAN 
M THE IDAHO STATE DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS. 
[ ] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ ] PLACED ON YEARS PROBATION. 
[ 1 SUBJECT TO BE PLACED M THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
CHARGES ( ~ 1  L/L 
JUDGE'S ORDER: SUBJECT IS TO P C - C I A  8 
. I  
[ ] JUDGE'S ORDER WILL FOLLOW PUBLIC DEFENDER OFF 
JUDGE'S SIGNATURE (if needed) BAILIFF 
-16- 
BOWER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFEmER 
Hugh K. Nisbet, Jr. (ISBN: 5 130) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
''T i C ) l i i T  
IN THE DISTNCT COURT OF THE FIRST HE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
) 
PlaintifY, ) CASE NUMBER CR-03-00905 
) 
V. ) NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, 
) REQUEST FOR TIMELY 
WALTER E. MOORE, ) PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
) MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
Defendant. ) & NOTICE OF HEARING 
COMES NOW the Ofice of the Bonner County Public Defender, and pursuant to court 
appointment hereby appears for and on behalf of the above named defendant in the above entitled 
matter, and requests that a preliminary hearing be scheduled in accordance with the time limits 
set forth in Idaho Criminal Rule 5.1. 
Counsel hereby moves for reduction of the bond set in this matter on the grounds that it is 
excessive, and further, notice is hereby given that counsel will present argument in support of 
the motion to reduce bond at the time of the preliminary hearing scheduled in t h s  matter if the 
defendant is in custody. 
Notice is given that the Defendant herewith asserts all rights accorded him or her under 
the Fifih, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States and under 
Article I, $ 13 of the Constitution of the State of Idaho and all prophylactic measures imposed 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, REQUEST FOR TIMELY PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION & NOTICE OF HEARING Page 1 
upon the State pursuant to said constitutional provisions; including, but not necessasily limited 
to, the right to remain silent and the right to counsel. 
Notice is furCher given that the Defendant herewith demands and asserts all State and 
federal statutory and constitutional rights to speedy trial of this matter. 
DATED this / 7 day of April, 2003. 
OFFICE OF THE BOWER 
COWTY PUBLIC DEFEmER 
/ 
BY: 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I  hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the fo e o'ng was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the f 3 &day of April, 2003, addressed to: 
Philip H. Robinson 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney. 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, REQUEST FOR TIMELY PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION & NOTICE OF HEARING Page 2 
I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE DMSION 
STATE OF IDAHO, CASE NO. CR 03-00905 
Plaintiff, ORDER HOLDING DEFENDANT 
vs. TO ANSWER 
Defendant. 
Preliminary hearing having been ( waived ( ) held in this case on the day of 
b t l k  2003,  and the Court being hlly satisfied that II public offense has been 
v 
committed, and that there is probable or sufficient cause to believe the defendant guilty thereof; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant herein be held to answer in the District Court of the 
First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, to the charge of: 
OJNDUCT WITH A M i  UNDW $-, I.C. 18-1508 
a felony committed in Bonner County, Idaho, 9 , 
-. frcm January through Aprll 2003. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant herein shall be arraigned before the District Court of 
the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and f a  the County of Bonner on the f i  day of 
, 2 0 2 ,  at 7: ar) 6 .m., before the Honorable Steven C. Verby, 
iding judge in this action. 
( ) Defeodsnt is continued released on the bond posted. 
( ) Defindant is continued releesed on his own recognizance. 
YOU, THE SHERIFF OF BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO, are commanded to receive him, the said 
until he is legally discharged. Defeodant is to be admitted to bail in 
true and comet copy of the foregoing was (mailed) (hand delivered) this 4 3 day of 
, 2 0 L  to: 
/ 
ORDER HOLDING DEFENDANT TO ANSWER 
BON OC 060 12/02 
-1q- 
- IN THE 018" -WT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDIGIP~ 'SISTRICT 
OF THE 5TATk dF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNT. JF BONNER 
I 
COURT MINUTES -** 
CASE NO: QI 03-00905 
TAPE NO: 
DEPUTY CLERK: f. DATE: 04/23/03 TIME: 1:30 p M. 
vs. mm NIX)= 
mmP R€3B PUE3LIC D m =  
COUNSEL FOR PWNTIFF COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT 
COURT MINUTES - 20- 
ULT JUVENILE 
JUDGE: q ~ s m !  CASE ~ 0 . d e a  - d @ d  
SUBJECT IS TO: [ ] BE OR'D 
[ ] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER 
[ ] BE RELEASEDlTIME SERVED 
[ ] BE RELEASED TO PARENT/PTA 
[ ] MUST SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION 
~ O N D $  250 -, 060 
[ ]WORK RELEASEISEARCH GRANTEL 
[ ] SENTENCED TO: [ ] DAYS IMPOSED I 1 HOURS ON SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGRAM. 
I 1 DAYS SUSPENDED SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODAY 
I 1 DAYS TO SERVE AT SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE BY: 
I 1 DAYS CREDIT ,20 
[ ] SUBJECT TO REPORT TO THE BONNER COUNTY JAIL ON: AT M 
-- -- - - ---- [ ] BREATH OR U/A TEST ORDERED X'S WEEKLY ON: AT M 
[ ] SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS THAN AND NOT MORE THAN 
IN THE IDAHO STATE DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS. 
[ ] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ ] PLACED ON YEARS PROBATION. 
[ ] SUBJECT TO BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
CHARGES /A 
A 
JUDGE'S ORDER: SUBJECT IS TO && 
Jo &?I -
[ ] NDGE'S ORDER WILL FOLLOW [ ] PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE APPOMTED 
JUDGE'S SIGNATURE (if needed) - 
- 2.1- BAILIFF ' BON oc 028 3/03 
STAI t UI I O A H ~  
COUNTY OF' BOllNER 
FIRST JUDICIAL DlSiRlCl 
2003 APR 25 P 1: 33  
BONNER COUNTY PROSECWINE A m O W E Y  
Philip H. Robinson ( f S B # i 3 a ~ )  MARIE SLOT T 
P.O. Box 1486 
.LERK DISTRICT COURT \ l a  
1123 W. Lake Street BEPUTY 
~ a n a ~ o i n t ,  ID 83864 
(208) 263-6714 
Fax: (208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTHCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-03-oogog 
1 
1 
WALTER E. MOORE, 1 
1 
Defendant. 1 
COMES NOW Philip H. Robinson, Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney, for and 
on behalf of the State of Idaho, and accuses Walter  E. Moore of the crime of Lewd 
Conduct With a Minor  Under  Sixteen (16) Years, a Felony, Idaho Code 3 18- 
1508, committed as follows: 
The Defendant, Walter E. Moore, from January through April 2003 in the County 
of Bonner, State of Idaho, did willfully and unlawfully commit a lewd and lascivious act 
8-  
upon the body of a minor, J.#., under the age of Sixteen (16) years, to-wit: of the age of 
Six (6) years, by sucking said child's penis, touching said child's penis with his hands 
and/or attempting anal penetration of said child with his penis, with the intent to 
arouse, appeal to or gratify the lust, passion or sexual desire of the Defendant. 
INFORMATION - 1. 
CK-03-00905 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such cases 
made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
DATED this z5;ay of ,2003. 
4 I hereby certify that on t h e a 5  day o 2003, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing dressed to the following: 
H u h  Nisbet 
Public Defender 
Courthouse mailbox 
Sandpoint, ID 
n 
Ggdl Assistant 
INFORMATION - 2. 
CR-03-00905 
IN THE DIS" 'FT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAr jiSTR1CT 
OF THE STATE dF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTZI 3 F  BONNIER 
*M** COURT MINUTES ** 
DEPUTY CLERK: 
COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFF COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT 
1 ! J I CALLS CASE 11 

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
JUDGE: STEVEVERBY 
REPORTER: VAL LARSON 
CLERK: CHRIS QUAYLE 
9e5 
CASE NO. CR03-OP86. 
DATE: 84-03 TIME: 11:20 AM 
TAPE: 03433 
STATE OF IDAHO Vs WALTER MOORE 
Plaintiff 1 Petitioner Defendant / Respondent 
Atty: PHILIP ROBINSON Atty: PUBLIC DEFENDER 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS ARRAIGNMENT 
CHARGE LEWD CONDUCT WI CHILD 
LEOEND: J CourtjJudge) PET Potitionor DIR Direct Examination 
P Plalntlff RESP Respondent REDlR Redlrsct Eumimtion 
D Defond.nt JW Jwmih X C r o u  Examination 
CLK Clerk JPO Jw Prob M c e r  RE-X R u m s  Exmination 
CASE NO. CR03-0705 
COURT MINUTES 
DATE: 5-8-03 
- 2 L 4  
Page 1 of 1 
I I 
1 
ULT JUVENILE 
JAIL INFORMATION I FOR BONNER COUNTY S 
JUDGE: 
I 
&UBJECT IS TO: [ 1 BE ORID 
[ ] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER 
[ ] BE RELEASEDRIME SERVED 
[ ] BE RELEASED TO PARENTIPTA 
[ ] MUST SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION 
REMAIN IN CUSTODY 
[ ] SENTENCED TO: [ ] DAYS IMPOSED [ 1 HOURS ON SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGRAM. 
[ 1 DAYS SUSPENDED SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODAY 
[ 1 DAYS TO SERVE AT SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE BY: 
[ 1 DAYS CREDIT ,20 . 
[ ] SUBJECT TO REPORT TO THE BONNER COUNTY JAIL ON: AT - M 
[ ] BREATH OR U/A TEST ORDERED X'S WEEKLY ON: AT - M 
[ ] SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS THAN AND NOT MORE THAN 
IN THE IDAHO STATE DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS. 
[ ] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ ] PLACED ON YEARS PROBATION. 
[ ] SUBJECT TO BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
CHARGES 
L I L  - 
- 
JUDGE'S ORDER: SUBJECT IS TO /&mql/J / f J  &JS?O, 
[ ] JUDGE'S ORDER WILL FOLLOW 
JUDGE'S SIGNATURE (if needed) 
-27- - BON OC 028 3/03 
IN 'IXE ' ~~ C O m T  OF THE JUDICI' OISWm 
OF THE nkA e OF romo, IN AND F ~ R  THE corn ar: BONN= 
CASE NO: 
TME NO: 
A :  06/05/03 

PAGE 3 
-36 - BON OC 058 REV. 3/2002 
ULT U JUVENILE 
JUDGE: Ue!,. CASENO. - O $ . o p  
04 /Cc, 
(SUBJECTS FIRST NAME) (SUBJECTS MIDDLE NAME1  SUBJECTS LASTT~AME) 
[ ] BY VIDEO 
[ .(SUBJECT APPEARED IN COURT ON: 6. SC~,, 3 AT ~ : C J  4~ 
[ M B J E C T  IS TO: [ 1 BE OR'D 
[ ] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER 
[ + R E M A I N  IN CUSTODY 
[ 1 BE RELEASEDITIME SERVED [ W N D %  (-4- - 
[ ] BE RELEASED TO PARENTIPTA 
[ ] MUST SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION [ ]WORK RELEASEISEARCH GRANTEI 
r 1 AUTHORIZATION TO TRANSFER TO REGION ONE JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER GRANTED. IF NECESSARY. 
[ ]SENTENCED TO: [ ] DAYS IMPOSED [ 1 HOURS ON SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGRAM. 
[ 1 DAYS SUSPENDED SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODAY 
[ 1 DAYS TO SERVE AT SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE BY: 
[ 1 DAYS CREDIT ,20 . 
[ ] SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS THAN AND NOT MORE THAN 
IN THE IDAHO STATE DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS. 
[ ] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ ] PLACED ON YEARS PROBATION. 
[ 1 SUBJECT TO BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
CHARGES 
@-I C/L - p / w  
JUDGE'S ORDER: SUBJECT IS TO I /rC 
I ./ [ ] JUDGE'S ORDER WILL FOLLOW [ ] PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE APPOINTED I JDGE'S SIGNATURE (if needed) BAILIFF 
-31- 
STATE OF IDAH8 I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
Plaintiff, 
VS . 
WALTER E. MOORE, 
Case No. CR 03-00905 
I 
Defendant. 1 
i 
1 ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
!' 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named Defendant be trans- 
ported as follows: 
. June 24, 2003 at 9:00 a.m. to approximately noon at the 
offices of Thomas Hearn, North Idaho Treatment, 302 
North 5th Street, Coeur drAlene, ID 83814; 
. July 7, 2003 at 9:00 a.m. 9:00 a.m. to approximately 
3:00 p.m. at the offices of Thomas Hearn, North Idaho 
Treatment, 302 North 5th Street, Coeur drAlene, ID 
83814, to meet with Mr. Hearn and Dr. Timlin; 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT - 1. 
July 8, 2003 at 8:00 a.m. for a polygraph at the 
offices of J. Fisher, E. 9212 Montgomery, Suite 503, 
Spokane, WA; and 
July 14, 2003 at 9:00 a.m. to approximately 3:30 p.m. 
at the offices ~f Thomas Hearn, North Idaho Treatment, 
302 North 5'" Street, Coeur drAlene, ID 83814, to meet 
wlth Mr. Hearn and Dr. Timlln. 
District Judge 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the forego- 
ing was transmitted, via facsimile, U.S. Mail, or Courthouse mail 
this June, to: 
Phil Robinson 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Bonner County Public Defenders 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Bonner County Sheriff 
FAX (208) 255-1975 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT - 2. 
V V I  I.., V" I " .  "V y L V V  r u v  " W " "  Y " I . I . . l , t  .,A. l A Y . U . w U U l  
t ,  " I 
80126 AUTO RX 
80127 M U A L  TX 
80128 AUTO RX 
$0129 BLANL'AL TX 
1 80130 
80131 
80132 
$0133 
80134 
so135 MANUAL TX 
to136 MANUAL TX 
$0137 MANUAL TX 
%a139 W A L  TX 
80141 MANUAL TX 
~ 0 1 4 2  MANUAL TX 
to144 AUTO RX 
80145 AUTO RX 
so146 AUTO RX 
~ 0 1 4 7  U N U A L  TX 
$0148 MANUAL TX 
sol50 AUTO RX 
80152 AUTO RX 
80153 W A L  TX 
80154 W A L  TX 
$0155 MANUAL TX 
*0156 AUTO RX 
80157 AUTO RX 
so158 M U A L  TX 
%0159 AUTO RX 
80160 AUTO RX 
*0161 BEEHORY RX 
AUTO RX 
MANUAL TX 
MANUAL TX 
AUTO RX 
MANUAL TX 
MANUAL TX 
EC'M 1 
ECM 
ECM 
ECM  1 
ECP 
ECM 
ECM 
ECBI 
ECM 
ECM 
E C I  
ECM 
ECM 
ECH 
ECM 
ECH 
ECP 
ECM 
ECM 
ECM 
ECH 
ECM 
ECM 
ECH 
ECM 
ECH 
ECM 
ECH 
ECM 
ECH 
ECM 
ECM 
ECH 
ECH 
ECP 
ECM 
*****S*******t**8***t*S**** 
$s* ACTIVITY =PORT $*$ 
**************8********** 
STATE OF XDAHO 1 
'3s 
County of Bonner i 
FILED L e / / - d 3  
IN THE OISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
i 
WALTER E . MOORE, ) 
1 
Defendant. i 
) 
Case No. CR 03-00905 
ORDER FOR E M I N A T I O N  
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that a report upon the mental condition of 
the Defendant is necessary to assist the court. Said examination 
shall be set as follows: 
June 24, 2003 at 9:00 a.m. to approximately noon at the 
offices of Thomas Hearn, North Idaho Treatment, 302 North 
sthtreet, Coeur drAlene, ID 838i4; 
July 7, 2003 at 9:00 a.m. 9:00 a.m. to approximately 3:00 
p.m. at the offices of Thomas Hearn, North Idaho 
Treatment, 302 North 51h street, Coeur drAlene, ID 83814, 
to meet with Mr. Hearn and Dr. Timlin; 
ORDER FYlR EXAMINATION - 1 .  
o July 8, 2003 at 8:00 a.m. for a polygraph at the offices 
of 5. Fisher, E. 9212 Montgomery, Suite 503, Spokane, WA; 
and 
o July 14, 2003 at 9:00 a.m. to approximately 3:30 p.m. at 
the offices of Thomas Hearn, North Idaho Treatment, 302 
North ithtreet, Coeur dfA?ene, ID 83814, to meet with 
Mr. Hearn and Dr. Timlin. 
The report shall be by Dr. Joneile Timlin, Ph.D., and shall 
include all relevant psychological test results. The expense for 
said psychological evaluation shall be paid by Bonner County, Idaho. 
When that is completed, Defendant shall participate in a sexual 
offender evaluation to be completed by Thomas Hearn, ACSW. The 
expense for said evaluation shall be pald by Bonner County, Idaho. 
Sentencing is scheduled for Tuesday, September 9, 2003, at 3:00 p.m. 
IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that upon completion of the 
examination, the examiner shall submit a report to the Court, and 
the report shall include the following: 
a. A description of the nature of the examination; 
b. A diagnosis, evaluation or prognosis of Defendant's 
mental condition; 
c. An analysis of the degree of any illness or defect and 
level of functional impairment; 
ORDER FOR EXAMINATION - 2. 
d. A consideration of whether treatment is available for the 
Defendant's mental condition, if any; 
e. An analysis of the relative risks and benefits of 
treatment or non-treatment; 
f. A consideration of the risk of danger which the Defendant 
may create for the public if at large; and 
g. Any other factors the examiners should bring to the 
court' s attention with regard to sentencing, incarceration, or 
treatment. 
DATED this I /  day of Zune, 2003. 
District ~uhge- 
ORDER FYlR EXAMINATION - 3 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the fore oing 
was mailed, postage prepaid, or by interoffice mail, this /& day of June, 2000, to: 
Phil Robinson 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Gourthouse Nail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Bonner County Public Defenders 
Attorney at Law 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, 13 83864 
Thomas A. Hearr? 
(208) 664-3639 FAX 
Jonelle S. Tirnlin, Ph.D. 
(208) 664-3639 
Joseph B. Fisher, MS 
E. 9212 Montgomery Ave., Suite 503 
Spokane, WA 99206 
ORDER FOR EXAMINATION - 4 .  
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BONNER GO PUB DEFEND PAGE 02/03 
BO C O L S T  PbZ3LIG DBFEhBER 
Hu$h K. Kisb~sr, Jr, (BBN: 5 130) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
tsfARJE SCOTT 
r t E R K  DISTRICT COURT 
---- - - * j w  
DJ DISTRICT COURT OF THE m T  JUDICIAL DISWCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN ANI) FOR THE COUNTY OF BOhTER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Plaintiff, ) CASE hWMIBER CR-03-00905 
) 
V. ) STIPWLATED MOTION FOR ORDER 
) ALLOWING DE)FlEmAW TO WEAR 
WALTER E. MOORE, ) C m I A N  CLOTHES AT SEM'ENCWG 
) 
Defendant. ) 
C O m  NOW the defmdmt, WALTER E. MOORE, by and through his attorney, Hugh 
K. Kisbot, Jr , Banner County Public Defmdcr, and thc State of Idaho, by and through Philip H. 
Robinson, h n n a  County hsecuting Attorney, and rqectfulfy move this Honorable Court to 
enter its Order allowing Defendant to wear civilian clothes at his sentencing set September 2, 
STIPULATED MOTION FOR ORDER ALLCIWINO DEFENDANT 
TO WEAR CIVILIAN CLOTHES AT SENTENCING 
Page 1 
J .  suppon of this motion, Dcfmdarit would show that if he were fkc on bond he would 
be able to wear the clothing of his choice at sentencing. Defendant would argue that he should 
be accorded the same right even if incarcerated. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER COUNTY OFFICE OF 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIWRY 
that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was delivered by facsimile on the 
day of August, 2003, addressed to: 
Philip H. Robinson 
Bomer County Prosecuting Attorney 
FAX: 263-6726 
STIPULATED MOTION FOR ORDER ALLOWING DEFENDANT 
TO WEAR CIVILIAN CLOTHES AT SENTEHCING 
Page 2 
BOMER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFEmER 
Hugh K. Nisbet, Jr. (ISBN: 5 1 30) 
406 Soua  Ella Street. 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
S f  ATF OF IDAEB 1% 
IN THE DISTFUCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NUMBER CR-03-00905 
1 
V. ) ORDER TO ALLOW DEENDANT TO 
WEAR CIVILIAN CLOTHES AT 
WALTER E. MOORE, ) SENTENCING ) 
Defendant. 1 
The Court having before it the Stipulated Motion for Order Allowing Defendant to Wear 
Civilian Clothes at Sentencing on file herein; now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Bonner County Sheriff's Department permit the 
Defendant to wear civilian clothes to his sentencing, now scheduled September 2,2003, at 3:00 
p.m. 
DATED this day of August, 2003. 
ORDER TO ALLOW DEFENDANT TO WEAR CIVILIAN 
CLOTHES AT SENTENCING Page 1 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the fore o g was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the adp day of August, 2003, addressed to: 
Hugh K. Nisbet, Jr. 
Bonner County Public Defender 
Philip H. Robinson 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney 
Bonner County Jail 
BY FAX: 255-1975 
ORDER TO ALLOW DEFENDANT TO WEAR CIVILIAN 
CLOTHES AT SENTENCING Page 2 
"5 
5 
IN T H ~  R I C I .  COURT OF THE RRST JUDI 
OF W E  STAm OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR W E  CO 
* * * COURT MIN 
E: STEVE VERBY 
DMSIOM 
CASE NO: CR-2003-905 
TAPE NO: 
DATE: 09-02-03 m ~ :  3:OO P M. 
STATE OF IDAHO WALTER MOORE 
VS. 
SENTENCMG 
COWSEL: 
PI-IILIP H ROBIPJSON PUBLIC DEFENDER 
For Plhtiff For =fendant 
-ge 1 of Pages ~ e p u t y  clerk: -- 44- OC 096 12/99 
DATE: 
CASE NO. t~lt.C/',  '-fU) 1 DATE: PAGE 
BON OC 058 REV. 312002 
-36- 
BON OC 058 REV. WOO2 
-48- BON OC 058 REV. 312002 
DATE : t 20 PAGE (Q 
BON OC 058 REV. 3/2002 
I 
20 PAGE 7 
INDEX I SP PHASE OF CASE OR OTHER IDENTIFICATION 
BON OC 058 REV. 312002 
CASE NO. DATE : t 20 PAGE /f 
T JUVENILE 
JAIL INFQRMATION FOR BONNER COUNpeYY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
JUDGE: CASE NO@- - m@s' 
SUBJECTS FIRST NAME) (SUBJECTS MIDDLE NAME) (SUBJECTS LAST NAME) 
[ ] SUBJECT IS TO: [ ] BE OR'D 
[ ] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER 
[ ] BE RELEASEDITIME SERVED 
[ ] BE RELEASED TO PARENTIPTA 
1 MUST SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION 
[ ] REMAIN IN CUSTODY 
[ I BOND $ 
[ ]WORK RELEASWSEARCH GRANTED 
[ ] SENTENCEDTO: [ ] DAYS IMPOSED [ 1 HOURS ON SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGRAM. 
[ 1 DAYS SUSPENDED SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODAY 
[ 1 DAYS TO SERVE AT SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE BY: 
[ 1 DAYS CREDIT , 20 . 
[ ] SUBJECT TO REPORT TO THE BONNER COUNTY JAIL ON: AT - M 
[ ] BREATH OR UIA TEST ORDERED X'S WEEKLY ON: AT - M 
 SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS THAN AND NOT MORE THAN 
IN THE IDAHO STATE DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS. 
[ ] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ ] PLACED ON YEARS PROBATION. 
[ 1 SUBJECT TO BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
JUDGE'S ORDER: SUBJECT IS TO rmG 1 5- 
rZ C 
-4 
A 
OFFICE APPOINTED 
BON OC 028 3/03 
STATE OF IDAHO ) S S  
Coucty 3 f  Bonner I 
FILED 3 
AT O 1 C l o c k L ? _ _ ~  
C l e r k  o f  t h e  Cour t  
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST J U D I C I A L  DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
P i a i n t i f  f, 
V S  . 
Case No. CR 33-00905 
JUDGMENT AND CC%dM- 
WALTER E .  MOORE, 
D.O.B. i 
S . S .  # 1 
1 
Defendant  . ) 
On t h e  ZEd day  o f  September ,  2003, b e f o r e  t h e  Honorab le  S t e v e  
Verby, Dis t r ic t  Judge ,  p e r s o n a l l y  a p p e a r e d  P h i l i p  Robinson,  
P r o s e c u t i n g  A t t o r n e y  f o r  t h e  County o f  Bonner ,  S t a t e  o f  I d a h o ,  and 
t h e  Defendant  w i t h  h i s  a t t o r n e y ,  Hugh N i s b e t ,  t h i s  b e i n g  t h e  t i m e  
f i x e d  f o r  p ronounc ing  judgment i n  t h i s  m a t t e r .  The Defendant  
s h a l l  have  c r e d i t  f o r  one hundred  f o r t y - s e v e n  (147) d a y s  o f  p r e -  
s e n t e n c e  i n c a r c e r a t i o n .  
JUDGMENT AND C W m  - 1 
Ic 1s ADJUDGED that rhe Defendant has been convrcted of the 
crimlnal offense of Lewd Conduct Wrth a Mlnor Under Sixteen (16) 
Years, a felony in violatior? cf Idaho Code S 18-1508, as charged 
rn the Information on flle in the above entitled matter. The 
Court having asked whether the Defendant had any legal cause to 
show why jddgment should! not be pronounced agarnst him and no 
sufficient cause to the contrary havlng been shown or appearrng to 
the Court, it 1~ farther ADJUDGED that the Defendant 1s gullty as 
charged and convlcr-ed, and that the offense for whlch the Defen- 
dant 1s ADJUDGED gullty hereln was committed from January through 
April 2003. 
It is further ADJUDGED that the Defendant be sentenced, 
pursuanE to Idaho Code § 19-2513 to the custody of the Idaho State 
Board of Correction to be held and incarcerated by said Board in a 
suitable place for ~ o t  less than fifteen (15) years fixed and such 
sentence may be extended to an indeterminate life term. 
It is further ADJUDGED that the Defendant be assessed and 
ORDERED to pay $17.50 as Court costs, $250.00 as payment to the 
Idaho Victim's Compensation Fund, $6.00 to the Police Officers 
Standard and Training Academy Fund, $5.00 to the ISTARS 
Technology Fund, and $10.00 to the County Administrative Fund. 
It is further ORDERED that the Defendant be committed to the 
custody of the Sheriff of Bonner County, Idaho, for delivery 
forthwith to the Idaho State Board of Correction at the Idaho 
State Penitentiary or other facility within the State designated 
by the State Board of Correction. 
JUD- AND CONNI!lMENT - 2. 
It 2s f~rther ORDEgED that the Cierk delrver a certified copy 
s_" chis J I IgGNENT and COMMITMENWto the sa;d Sheriff who shall 
serve as the zomvitment of the Defendant. 
It 1s -Further 3RDEREC char any bond remaining posted as of 
ch;s dace 1s exonerated. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to appeal this 
Order to the Idaho Suprene Cotlrt. Any notlce of appeal must be 
filed withsn forty-two (42) days of the entry of the written Order 
1~ thls matrer. 
YOU ARE FIJR'THER NOTIFIED that ~f you are unable to pay the 
cgsts of an appeal, you have the rsght ro apply for leave ta 
appeal I n  forma padperis or to apply for the appointment of 
cour-isei at publzc expense. If you have questsons concerning your 
rlght to appeal, you should consult your present lawyer. 
Dated this / I  day of September, 2003. 
District judge 
JUDQamr AND c O M M 1 m  - 3. 
1 h e r e o y  certify that a true and correct copy of the forego- 
lng was mailed, postage prepaid or by interoffice mail, thrs f i  
day of September, 2 0 3 3 ,  to: 
Idaho Dept. of C~rrections 
Sentencing Speclalist, Records 
2299 Nor th  Orchard, Suite 110 
Bolse, Z9 83706 
icertlf led) 
Philip Robinson 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, IC 83864 
Hugh Nisbet 
Bonner County Public ilefender 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, IC 83864 
Probation and Parole 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
3onner County Sheriff 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ZD 83864 
Collection Officer 
Courthouse Ma41 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
R COrnTY P D L I C  DEFENDER 
Hugh K. Nisbet, Jr. (ISBN: 5 130) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
; :,I;T!: OF i D t l W O  
1:jNT Y OF BONNER 
5 T JUDICIAL DIST. 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 TT 
COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
) 
Plaintiff/ ) CASE NUMBER CR-03-00905 
Respondent, 1 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
v .  ) 
) 
WALTER E. MOORE, ) 
) 
Defendantf ) 
Appellant. ) 
1 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE C L E M  OF 
THE M O W  ENTITLED COURT: 
1. The above named Appellant hereby appeals against the above-named Respondent, 
the State of Idaho, to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment and Commitment entered in 
the above-entitled matter on September 11,2003, the Honorable Steve Verby, District Judge, 
presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the Judgment 
described above in paragraph one is an appealable Judgment under and pursuant to Idaho 
Appellate Rule 1 1 (c)(l). 
NOTICE OF APPEAL Page 1 
3. The issues Appellant intends to assert in this appeal include, but are not 
necessarily limited to: 
A' Excessive Sentence. 
4. Appellant requests the preparation of the entire reporter's standard transcript as 
defined in Rule 25 I.A.R., and to also include the following: 
A. Pursuant to Rule 25(b), the transcript of all testimony and proceedings 
reported by the reporter at the defendant's sentencing hearing held 
September 2,2003. 
5. The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's 
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28 I.A.R.: 
A. Presentence Investigation. 
6 .  I hereby certifj as follows: 
A. A copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served upon the court reporter. 
B. The Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee because 
the Appellant is an indigent who is represented by the Office of the Bonner 
County Public Defender. 
C. The Appellant is exempt from paying the filing fee because the Appellant 
is an indigent who is represented by the Office of the Bonner County 
Public Defender. 
D. The Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation 
of the record because the Appellant is an indigent who is represented by 
the Office of the Bomer County Public Defender. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL Page 2 
E. Service has been made upon ail parties required to be served pwsuant to 
Rule 20 I.A.R., to wit the Bomer County Prosecuting Attorney, and the 
Attorney General of Idaho pursuant to Section 67-1401 ( I )  Idaho Code. 
DATED this day of October, 2003. 
OFFICE OF THE B O m R  
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFprnER 
BY: 
W$ K. NISBET, J R . ~  
P LICDEFErnER 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 7 &-- day of October, 2003, served a true and 
correct copy of the attached NOTICE OF APPEAL via interoffice mail or as otherwise indicated 
upon the parties as follows: 
w Bomer County Prosecuting Attorney [ J First Class Mail 
P.O. Box 1486 U Certified Mail 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 [J Facsimile 
[q Interoffice Mail 
u./ State Appellate Public Defender First Class Mail 
P.O. Box 83720 [ J Certified Mail 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0005 Facsimile 
/- Lawrence Wasden [g First Class Mail 
Attorney General [-] Certified Mail 
P.O. Box 83720 [J Facsimile 
Boise, Idaho 83720-00 10 
L/ Valerie Larson, Reporter for The Honorable Steve Verby, District Judge 
NOTICE OF APPEAL Page 3 
ti t i~ f i t lo  
BOWER COWTY PUBLIC DEFENOER ,iii OF BoNNER 
Hugh K. Nisbet, Jr. (ISBN: 5 130) ; J ~ ~ ~ C ! A L  OLSi- 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 0 ~ 1  -7 P 3 2LI 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST J 
STATE OF I D m O ,  IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NUMBER CR-03-00905 
v. 
1 
) 
) MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
WALTER E. MOOBE, ) STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
1 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Hugh K. Nisbet, 
Jr., Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for an Order pursuant to Idaho Code 5 19-867, 
et seq., and Rule 13(b), (12) and (19) for its order appointing the State Appellate Public 
Defender's Office to represent the Appellant in all further appellate proceedings and allowing 
counsel for the Defendant to withdraw as counsel of record. This motion is brought on the 
grounds and for the reasons that the Defendant is currently being represented by the Office of the 
Public Defender, Bomer County; the State Appellate Public Defender is authorized by statute to 
represent the Defendant in all felony appellate proceedings; and it is in the interest ofjustice for 
ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER -1 - 
them to do so in this case since the Defendant is indigent, and any Eurther proceedings on this 
case will be appealed. 
DATED this day of October, 2003. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER 
COLPJTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
BY: 
P@LIG DEFENDER / 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 7 d'b day of October, 2003, served true and 
correct copies of the attached MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER via interoffice mail or as otherwise indicated upon the parties as follows: 
i/ Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney [-I First Class Mail 
P.O. Box 1486 [ ] Certified Mail 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 [ ] Facsimile 
[< CourthouseMail 
State Appellate Public Defender [q First Class Mail 
P.O. Box 83720 [ ] Certified Mail 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0005 [ ] Facsimile 
V' Lawrence Wasden E/I First Class Mail 
Attorney General [ ] Certified Mail 
P.O. Box 83720 [ ] Facsimile 
Boise, Idaho 83720-00 10 
d' Valerie Larson, Reporter for The Honorable Steve Verby, District Judge 
[ Courthouse Mail. 
R 
ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER -2 - 
( 3 r l  ' , 
FI iST  . , 
i L : j  C C T  -8 A 1 1 :  11 
, 3 
i \ 
Defendant-Appellant . -it!\ L I ~  I ! , d t 
f' ----- -JP 
I'N THE DISTWCT COURT OF THEi ,/ % JUDICIAL D~STRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDANO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) , 
1 Case No. '2?,4L?> 
Plainti ff-Respondent, ) 
) MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN 
vs. 1 SUPPORT FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL 
1 
Defendant-Appellant. ) 
1 
COMES NOW, /5 PY,kZ.lf c Defendant-Appellant in the 
above entitled matter and moves this Honorable Court to grant Defendant-Appellant's Motion 
for Appointment of Counsel for the reasons more fully set forth herein and in the Affidavit in 
Support of Motion for Appointment of Counsel. 
1. Defendant-Appellant is currently in~arcerated within the Idaho Department of 
Corrections under the direct care, custody and control of 7 
Warden of the 3- ( 2 i aI?tsci ZJ 
2.  The issues to be presented in this case may become to complex fbr the Defendant- 
Appellant to properly pursue. 
3 .  Defendant-Appellant lacks the knowledge and skill needed to represent 
hidherself. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 1 
Rev~sed 6ROfOZ 
4. Other: 
DATED this 2 day of , 2 0 0 5 .  
Defendant-Appellant 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
STATE OF I D M O  1 
1 ss 
County of  1 
, afier first being duly sworn upon hidher oath, deposes 
and says as follows: 
1. I am the Affiant in the above-entitled case; 
2. I am currently residing at the .Tc> CZ t 
8- 
under the care, custody and control of <& I ,43/6.~ 6 > , 
Warden; 
3. I am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel; 
4. 1 am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real 
5 .  I am unable to provide any other form of security; 
6 .  I am untrained in the law; 
7 .  If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly 
handicapped in competing with trained and competent counsel of the State; 
MOTION AND AFFDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR ASPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 2 
Revised: 6R0/02 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant-Appellant respectfblly prays that this Honorable 
Court issue it's Order granting Defendant-Appellant's Motion for Appointment of Counsel to 
represent hisiher interest, or in the aitemative grant any such relief to which it may appear the 
Defendant-Appellant is entitled to. 
DATED This 0 -3 day of o L+ij b@ f , 2 0 0 3  
L- c--- 
/- 
Defendant-Appellant 
J 
SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED to before me this& day 
(SEAL) 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 3 
Revtsed 6/20/02 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the -3 day of ( J  c j G ,  b c> r- , 20 cL$ , I 
mailed a copy of this MOTION AND MFDAVIT IB SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL for the purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via 
the U.S. mail system to: 
,k$.)~i./i. 4 / County Prosecuting Attorney 
-- --- 
~ ~ - -  7  
Defendant-Appellant 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 4 
Revised: 6/20/02 
R COWTY PWLIC DEFEmER 
Hugh K. Nisbet, Jr. (ISBN: 5 130) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
STATE OF IDAHQ 
DETUTY 
IN THE DISTMCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL, DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAZIO, 1 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NUMBER CR-03-00905 
v. 
1 
) ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
) APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
WALTER E. MOORE, 
Defendant. 
The Court having reviewed and considered the Defendant's Motion for Appointment of State 
Appellate Public Defender, and good cause appearing therefor; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the State Appellate Public Defender's OfKce is appointed to 
represent the Defendant in all fkther appellate proceedings. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Bonner County Public Defender is allowed to withdraw 
as counsel of record in this case. 
DATED this 0 day of October, 2003. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER -1 - 
CLEM'S CERTIFICATE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have thi f October, 2003, served true and 
correct copies of the attached ORDER FOR OF STATE APPELLATE 
PmLIC DEFENG)ER via interoffice mail or as otherwise indicated upon the parties as foifows: 
Bomer County Public Defender [ ] First Class Mail 
406 S. Ella Street [ 1 Certified Mail 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 Facsimile 
ourthouse Mail 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney [ ] First Class Mail 
P.O. Box 1486 [ ] Certified Mail 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 Facsimile 
ourthouse Mail 
State Appellate Public Defender [ # First Class Mail 
P.O. Box 83720 [ ] Certified Mail 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0005 [ ] Facsimile 
Lawrence Wasden [ 4 First Class Mail 
Attorney General [ ] Certified Mail 
P.O. Box 83720 [ ] Facsimile 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Valerie Larson, Reporter for The Honorable Steve Verb, District Judge 
[ $/ Courthouse Mail. 
ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER -2 - 
Linda 3. Polync 
Attorney at Law 
1034 N. Third Street, Suite 9 I 
e, Ithitho 83814 
(208) 665-1 303 
(208) 6674292 FAX 
XSB W222 
IN THE D B m C T  C O ~ T  OF THE J3lk.S~ m I a  DISTRICT 
C 
OF THE STATX OF IDAHO, LN AHD BOR THE COUNTY OF B O m  
WALTER EI MOO=, 1 
) 
IPlainm ) NO. CV-2005-756 
STATIC OF UDAHO, ) m m G S  AJ!'4ll ORDER 
) ON POST CONVICTION 
Defendant ) P E m O N  
1 
This matter having come before the Court by Stipulation sf the parties, 
specifically, the &-ant d t l e d  Strpuhtion that Defense Counsel's Represatation 
Constituted h e f h t i v e  Assistance of Cowel  And 'Xbat edy 1s R m a M c i ~ ,  a d  
good cause appearing, 
TEE COmT 
I) The allegations and facts set forth in Plaintiffs Second Amended PGtition for 
Post Conviction Relief filed November 20,2007, aad Phbtifjrs Midavit in 
Support of Post Conviction Relief filed March 24,2008, constitute ineEtctivc 
assistance of counsel within the meaning of fifrtdz v. Side of Idaho, 143 
Idaho 558,149 P 3d 833 (2006) and 
2) The appropriate remedy is to rcsentcace Mr. Moore. 
NOW 'IXEWORE, IT' IS HEREBY ORDERED that a copy of thcse Wings 
and order be filed in Bonner County Case No. CR-2003-905; 
FRYDINGS AM) ORDER ON POST CONVTCTXON PETITION - Psge 1 
- h B -  
J u n .  1 8 .  2 0 0 8  I . J U P M  B I J ~ I U N  H A Y R k b  M A Y A R L J  M I  l ~ n t i i  I Y U  U I ~ U  r .  c i  
Frm: GUT Y m~&WrOn 12uoi~6367~ ~ f r u ‘ .  l a 0 8  08:35 P, 0031003 6/Pa . . @$c2 
*&@ &4 \-2Zd 9 
CIR-2003-905 for qpmpriatc action in aceardance with this Otdet. 
'.e- 
-3duA. 
DATED tbis A 7f- day of My, 2008. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hmby certify that I sr a hut and correct copy o f  the f o ~ o i n &  this 
r f f  bye 
- 
8, upon the following in the manner M a t e d  
Phi1 Robinson via c o d ~ u s t  mail F~~-a&&-b7al. 
Linda Payne via courthouse mail fik+ 
Banner Co. Case No. CR-2003-905 % 
D&UQ Clerk 
PrrvnlNGs AND ORDER ON POST CONVXCZTON PETITION - Page 2 
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STATE OF 1O AHO 
COUNTY OF BONNER 
FIRST JUOICIRI- D!ST 
J2-4 THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 Case No. CR 2003-0000905 
Plaintiff, ) 
1 DISQUALIFICATION 
vs. 1 
1 
WALTER E. MOOFW, 1 
1 
Defendant. 1 
The undersigned District Judge disqualifies himself pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 
25(d) and: 
IT IS HEFEBY ORDERED that the above-entitled matter be referred to the Honorable 
John P. Luster, Administrative Judge, for M e r  assignment. 
DA'IED this fl@ day of August, 2008. 
District Judge 
DISQUALIFICATION - 1. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certiEy that a true and corre foregoing was died, p o m e  psp id ,  
faxed, or delivered by interoffice mail, this day of August, 2008, to the following: 
Philip Robinson 
Bomer County Prosecuting Attorney 
C o d o u s e  Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Walter E. Moore 
ICC Unit G 
P.O. Box 70010 
Boise, ID 83707 
The Honorable John P. Luster 
Adminismtive District Judge 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d7Afene, 1D 838 16-9000 
~istr ic t  Court ~ e l r e t a r y / ~ e ~ u t ~  Clerk 
DISQUALIFICATION - 2. 
Via Facsimile No. (208) 446-1 1 19 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 0 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER AT 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
) CASE NO CR 03-905 
Plaintiff(s), ) 
1 ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT 
VS. 1 
1 
WALTER E. MOORE, 1 
) 
Defendant. 1 
The Honorable Steve Verby having been disqualified pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above matter is reassigned to the Honorable John P. 
Luster, District Judge, for the disposition of any pending and further proceedings. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the following alternate judges are hereby assigned to preside in 
this case: Charles Hosack, Fred M. Gibler, Lansing Haynes, John T. Mitchell, James R. Michaud, and 
George R. Reinhardt, 111. 
DATED this 2 d a y  
JOHN P A W C K  LUSTER 
Adminis&ative District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on t h e d  1 day of ,2008,  a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
was sent via facsimile, to the following: 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
~ Q & P  6 *Y,~&+ 
x4u~~*~~d&&&;rG BY 
~0dow 78O/O 
ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT: 1 
- 
-32-  
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plat~M, 
vs. 
Wafter M o m  
3416cl EIwy 41 
Oldtm, 10 83822 
DOB: 
DL or SSN: 
Flmt Jadfdtli Dirtrlet Court, S b h  of Idaha 
In and For thr Ceunty of Banner 
214 8. F l d  Avenu* 
Sinrndpolnt, Idaho 8386.14 
1 
1 
1 i - 
1 UaOUtY 
1 
1 Ca8e No: CR-2003-0000905 
1 ) ORDER APPOfN71m PUBLIC DEFGNDER 
1 
The Court being fully advised as ta the ~pplldbn of Watter Moore, and ft appearing to be a proper case, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT 18 ORDERED that an &ornary be appalnted through the: 
Public Defender's O T B a  
406 S. ata strecst 
Sendpolnt, ID 83864 
Public Defender for the Coonty of Bonner, State of Idaho, a duly licbnsed attorney in the state of Idaho. is 
hereby appointed to repmuant $aid Mmdant, Walter Moore, in all proarsdlngs in the srbove sntltlsd case. 
The Defendant is further advised thet hslsha may be required to rslimbumca the Court for all or part of the cost 
of court appointed coornl. 
Copies to: 
Public Defender - 
J Prosecutor 
Judge 
5?&. 
Order AppdinUng Public Defender 
B O N E R  C O m T  PUBLIC DWENDER 
BN: 6068) 
Smdpint, Idaho 8 3864 
Phme: Q08) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
LSIJI-+HCT: C.U rum AJU u-r~ 
7008 DCT I0 P t2: 22 
LN TBE DISTR3CT 60XJJT OF TEE FfRST JLIDICIAL 
-- ---- 
STATE OF f D m O ,  El!? .41W FOR THE C O W Y  OF B Q W R  
STATE OF 'I1DAE0, 1 
Plsintic ) CASE NUMBER CliG.036000905 
1 
V. ) ORDER FOR NEW m W W C I f ,  
) IIVVErnIGArnON; ORIDER FaR 
WALTER E. MOORE;, ) PS'ZICHOSP~& EVAILUAnON 
1 
Defendant. 1 
Based upon the stipdation o f  the peuties, and good cause appeaxing; now, W o r e ,  
IT IS HEREBY OmmEL) that a ntut presmtene invdgation be conducted in this case. 
IT IS F[IRTHER ORCIEREID that a psy&osexud evaiuation be ccuxducted, to include a full- 
disclosure polygmph examination. Dalton tombard, D.lVltG.L, LCPC, LMHC, CSOTP, GSOPE, is 
hereby appoiated to condud said psychosaud rrvaluation. 
The report from Dr. Lombard shall incIude all relevant psychoIogica1 test results and 
psychosolual cvalunions. including the results of the polygraph examination m be conducted by 
Joseph Fishex. 
The expense for such evaluarioa shall be paid by Bonner County, Idaho. 
IT IS HEREBY FUR?XER ORHl)EFLED that upon comrptertion of the walmfion and 
polygraph examination, (he examiners shall submit a report to d ~ e  Cow, along with their billings 
for such evaluation and examination. The e v a l w n  report shall include rhc following: 
a) A description of the nature of the examhation 
b) A diagnosis, duaation or prognosis of the Defendant's mental or psychological 
or psychiatric condition. 
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION; ORDER FOR 
PSYCHOSEXUAL EVALUATION 
Page 1 
c) An dws of the degw of any illness or defect and the level of h d o n a l  
hpabent -  
6) A considmation of wh&a is available for the De t 's uradition, if 
my. 
e) An andpis of rhe relative nsks and benefits ofvament or mn-.trcsbment. 
f )  A considma~on of the risk of danger whi& the Defendant may create fbr the 
g) Any othcr factors the exminers or evaluators should bring to the Court's & d o n  
with regard ta sefltmdg mnsiderations, inwwation or tnzatxnmt. 
IT IS F U R M R  ORDERED tbt t h e  Court will enter its Ordm transport the 
D d d a t  fbr the evduation md polygraph a m a t i o n  when the same have been scbodtrlai. + '- 
DATED this a day of October, 2008. 
DISTRXCT JUDGE 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I; htxeby certify that twe and wrnct  copies of the begoing were pezsanally srnt by placing 
copies of fhe sane: in the intaufice d l b o x  or d e l i v d  by facsimile on the 
October, 2008, addressed ta: 
dayof 
Isabella Robertson 
Banner County Public Dehder 
Fax: 255y7559 
Philip H. Robinson 
Bonn= County Prosecuting Attorney 
Fa: 263-6726 
Dalton h b a r d ,  D.Min., LCPC, W C ,  CSPTO, CSOPE 
Fa: 208-798-3408. 
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION; ORDER FOR 
PSYCHOSEXUAL EVALUATION 
Page 2 
B O W R  COW= PUBLIC 'DEFEmER 
Isahella Robmson (I.S.B.N. 6068) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Jdaho 83864 20118 CCT 10 P 13: 23 
P'bontz: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
LN THE D I S m C T  COCRT OF TEE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 18  AMD FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
) CASE XVGWBER CR-2003-0000905 
Plaintiff, 1 
1 
> ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
1 
\?CtALTER MOORE, 1 
1 
Defendant. 1 
1 
-- 
The above-entided matter having been set for re-sentencing on November 24, 2008, at 
10:00 a.m., and good cause appearing; now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDEED that the Defendtlnt be tra~~sported to the Bonner County 
Courthouse on November 24,2008, at 10:00 a.m. for the scheduled hearing. 
DATED this ![?"by of October, 2008. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT Page 7 
CLERK'S SGETIFIGGTE 
x haeby cmi& that m e  and co t copies of the foregoing w nally '!iefvd by 
placing copies of the same in the courthouse mailbox, or by facsimile, on the day of mtober, 
2008, addmssed to: 
Isabella Robertson 
Bonncur Counry Public Defend= 
Fax: 255-7559 
Philip EI. Robinson 
&om= Caunv Prosecuting Attomey 
Fax: 263-6726 
Bonner Gomty Jail 
Fax: 208-255-1975 
I.D.O.C., Am.: Sgt. Jim Darsey 
Fax: 208-327-7480. 
ORDER TO TFMNSPORT Page 2 
BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
lsabella Robertson (I.S.B.N. 6068) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTFUCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAI-IO, ) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-2003-0000905 
Plaintiff, ) 
1 
v. ) ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
WALTER MOORE, 1 
1 
Defendant. 
The Court having previously entered its Order for New Presentence Investigation; Order 
for Psychosexual Evaluation on October 10,2008, and good cause appearing; now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant be transported to the ofices of Joseph 
Fisher, Certified Polygraph Associates, East 9212 Montgomev Avenue, Suite 503 Village 
Square, Spokane, Washington, on Monday, November 10, 2008, at 7:30 a.m., for a scheduled 
polygraph examination, and returned to the Bonner County Jail following the examination. 
.LLh DATED this 27 day of October, 2008. 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT Page 1 
C L E W 3  CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that true and correct copies of the foregoing were personally served by 
placing copies of the same in the courthouse mailbox, or by facsimile, on the f i  day of October, 
2008, addressed to: 
Isabella R o k ~ s o n  
Bonner Gownty Public Defender 
Fax: 255-7559 
Philip H. Robinson 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney 
Fax: 263-6726 
Bonner County Jail 
Fax: 208-255-1 975 
I.D.O.C., Attn. : Sgt. Jim Dorsey 
Fax: 208-327-7480. 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT Page 2 
11-19-' 08 10: 35 FROM- T-967 PB02/005 F-915 
BONMER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
IsabcUe Robsrtson (I.S.B.N. 6068) 
406 South Lslla strset 
hdpoint, ldaho 83864 
Pbons. (208) 255-7389; Fax. (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DIW'I'RICT COURT OR THE FIRST JUDXCXAt DISTRICI' OF.= 
STATE OF JDAB[O, LN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NUMBER CLMUa000905 
) 
V. ) STIPULATED MOTION TO CONTINUE 
) RE-SEMZNCING 
WALTER MOORE, 1 
1 
Defmdmt. 1 
COME NOW the @a, bhdant ,  Waltcr Moore, by aad'througb his attdmcy, Isabcrlb 
Robertson, Bonner County Public Dcfindtr, aad thc State of Idaho by atad tbtougb Philip H. 
Robidson, Bonrrer County P r o e g  Attorney, and raspscdully move tht Court for an Order to 
continue the re-sentencing ahduled in this cam on Nov.mba 24,2008, at 10:00 m., to a date 
aftrrrL)eccnnber 31,2008. 
The foregoing mdim is madc on the basio that tbit court* poychowxual (NPIUption 
and nlatad pol- examination bavc hui to be rescheduled due to the feet that Defmdant's 
counsel has just had major surgery and is not expected back at work until at Icst December 1, 
2008. Currently the polygraph examhation is s c W e d  on Z)accmbcr 5,2008, ar 7:30 am., and 
the psycho& evaluation is  set December 16.2008, at 10:00 a.m. 
DATED Ihi. 19 *' day of November, 2008. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER BONNER COUNTY P R O S E C m G  
BY: '"""Tm. 
ISABELLA ROBERTSON 
PTJEUC DEFENDER - P~OSECUIZNG ATTORNEY 
BONNER COWTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
lsabella Robertson (I.S.B.N. 6068) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 844 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTMCT COURT OF THE FIRST-mDICIAL DISTRICT  OF$^ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NUMBER CR-03-0000905 
V. ) STIPULATED MOTION TO CONTINUE 
) RE-SENTENCING 
WALTER MOOW, 1 
) 
Defendant. 1 
CONE NOW the parties, Defendant, Walter Moore, by and through his attorney, Isabella 
Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and the State of Idaho by and through Philip H. 
Robinson, Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney, and respectfully move the Court for an Order to 
continue the re-sentencing scheduled in this case on November 24,2008, at 10:OO a.m., to a date 
after December 3 1,2008. 
The foregoing motion is made on the basis that the court-ordered psychosexual evaluation 
and related polygraph examination have had to be rescheduled due to the fact that Defendant's 
counsel has just had major surgery and is not expected back at work until at least December 1, 
2008. Currently the polygraph examination is scheduled on December 5,2008, at 7:30 a.m., and 
the psychosexual evaluation is set December 16,2008, at 10:OO a.m. 
DATED this day of November, 2008. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER BOWER COUNTY PROSECUTING 
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
BY: 
ISABELLA ROBERTSON 
PUBLIC DEFENDER P ~ S E C U T I N G  ATTORNEY 
STIPULATED MOTION TO CONTINUE RESENTENCING Page 1 
that a true md correct copy of the foregoiq was pwsonmitly served by 
of Novmber, 2008, sed to: 
Philip W. Robhon 
Boma County Prosating Ammq 
Fax: 263-6726. 
STIPULATED MOTION TO CONTINUE RESESNTENCINO p a ~ s  2 
BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFEND= 
lbrbcllUa Rdbatoan (L6J3.N. 6068) 
406 sou& BIl. S W  
Sendpint, Ibho 83864 
m. 0 8 )  255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE DISTBlCT COURT OF 'XSglE FlRdlT JUDXCTAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, nY AND FOR TEE COUMY OF B0NPl-m 
STATE OF IlPAEQr I 
1 
P w  ) C A S E ~ E R C W - 0 3 4 0 0 0 9 0 5  
1 
v 1 
) ORDEa TO VACATE AND CONTJNUE 
WM,TE;RMOOR% ) R E - 8 m C I N C  
1 
lhfkwha 1 
The C& havinp bdko it tb SQpuUed Motion to Conltinue Re--- on file irl 
24,2008, at 10:W am., be and h & y  is vacated &nd mntiaued, to be rescheduled on tho - dbK 
ORDER TO VACATE AND CONTllYUE RESENTWCINO 
ORDER TO VACAlZ AND eONTtNm RESeW'f%WllrlG 
- 84 - 
Smwbt, m o  83864 
@08) 295-71589; Fax: (208) 255-7359 
STAm ClF IDMO,  IN FOR COIBiTY OF mmIER 
STAm 0%' mAB10, 1 
f CASE W m E R  CB-2003-00905 
P f aintiE, 1 
v. 
1 
) OSDSR TO 'IZWNgPORT 
1 
WUl[3ER LI;* NmS, ) 
povi-ly ogtorsd its Ordm far PsychosexW Evaluarfan In the above 
m*, 
ODE- that the r>&daat bu orted to the agiw of Joaeph 
&sod-, East 9212 Mm@mar;v Amue, Suite 403 Village 
oa D a d a  19,2008, ;rt 8:00 a.m.,, fbr ths =bedded 
the eorarnhatibn is canxp1et;e. 
dsy o f  er, 2008. 
ORClER TO TRANSPORT 
y d f y  that true ud son& mpis of the fomguing were peps- wrvsd by 
of thc same in the rmilbq ar by fiesimile, on the 4 day of 
bbeIIa Robertson 
&mmr Couaty Public Ddknder 
Fax: 253-7559 
Mip H. Robbon 
a=@Y uthg Attorney 
buis NatichaU. 
ChiefDepu~ Proseruw Attamcry 
Fax: 2G-6726 
80-R C a m  m m  DEFErnrn 
Isabclla Rabat~bn (I.S.B.N. 6068) 
40g S o d  Ella Sneet 
Sandpoirat, ldkho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax! (208) 235-7559 
LN TEE DLSTFUCT COURT OF TliE FI3iW.X .l'USIcrcrJL DZSTiUa 0F THE 
STATE OF XDAJR(O, Dl AND FOR -18: COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAE6, 1 
) CASE lanmtm CRF2ow-oo9os 
Plaintiff, 1 
1 
Y. > C3RbEla TO TRANSPORT 
3 
WALTER E. MOORE, 1 
1 
D a f d t .  1 
The Cam having pt.evl;ousIy entared its On3w for Psyr;hosaual &&&on in the above 
ogwus appearing; now, k d b r e ,  
IT B H-Y ORD- that the ] D a f h t  bba ?ramparted to the officas of Joseph 
F U ,  C d f i e d  Polygraph Associates, East9212 Montgomary Avmw, Svite SO3 Village 
Square, Spokane, Washington, oxa Friday, Jm.~ry23,2009, at 8:OO am, fbT tb scherfuled 
ami&itm, aad r d  tP tbe W COW f d W .  the-&tiart is ccqpiote. 
DATED this I 6 ' day of Janury, 2009. 
ORDER I 0  TRANBPORT 
Jas-21-09 04: D6pa From-JUDGE LUSTF" 
EB @Bed 131Sfll 330flt-01 
81-la-' 09 15: 12 FROM- 
s M y  dfjt that true and correct a ; rp i~  of *a fbmgaing wgla panonzlUy setved by 
placing mpia of th. rrmo in thc murth~usc mnilbolg or by ra*rimile, on the dry ofldp,uary, 
2009, &ddr~%Ed to: 
h Robtntson 
80- Caurlry Public D a h k  
Fax! 255-7559 
Lnuir-1 
Bamw f3~un%y R a s e c u ~  Atfxney 
Philip IE, Robins~a 
~hiefr)quty Prosecuw Attctrnay 
Fax: 263-6726 
Bonner County Jail 
FRZ: 2tJ8-355-1975 
Joseph Fisher, MS. 
C8rtsed Polygmpb A;soocirtes 
h. 509-92649!3- 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
STATE OF lDAHO 
COUNTY OF BONNER 
FIRST JVO~C~AL DIST 
406 South El1r Street 
iat, @aha 83864 
(208) 255~7889; Pw: (208) 255-7559 
IF4 TEE DISTRICT COUrrT OF TBE FIBST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
STATE OF D m ,  
Platatiff, 1 
1 
Y. ) -li;Il OEZDER TO TSANWORT 
1 
WALTER E. MOORE., 1 
Dew-. 
1 
1 
The Coun having previously entaed 1% Wn. for Psydlosc& Evrlur(ion in at? above 
naattat; aod good crruss arppcaring; naw, therfdh, 
rX' 19 KI?RmY ORDERED thaf the D e W t  be transported to the oEcr% of  3 0 q h  
Fuhm, Cmified Polygraph hssochta, East 9212 Montgomq Avcrms, Suite 503 Villap 
Sq-, 9pokanq W l s w ,  on Friday, 3anunry 50,2M19, at 8:00 &a, fkOe ~oheduld 
-ation, ~d'n&umd ~o tb Bo- County J d  whm the ~ ~ W G S I  is ~~=pl . t s .  J 
DATED urir L, day ofJanuaryC 2W9. 
AMENDED ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
f rwa- To-JUDGE LUSTER Page 112 Rsce ived Jan-22-09 12:O 1 pm 
-- 89- 
&Adla R o m n  
ta Public Defadet 
F~x: 25s-7559 
Boxmu: Came Jail 
Fax: 2US-255-1974 
Jaeph Fhbcr, MS. 
C t M t d  Rolygrapltr Assodatas 
lkxt 509-92d-69S3- 
Recsived Jan-22-08 12: 01 ~ n r  Frm- To-JUDGE LUSTER 
-90- 
STATE OF IDAHO ) em 
. . .  . . ,  
. . . . . , . . . - ' 
-. .^ -., -* _ . 1 
-....L.,-.- FJL 
406 Sou& Ella S 
ubt, W o  83864 
- 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fa: (208) 255-7559 L;teuuty 
- -.- .- -:.... .-. ,. ..,.. ,- wqTm . , 
. . .  - -* mi- D*-mm OF 2 ~oE-..- "'"". .-,... "'- 
SrAm OF D M O ,  rn i+u'm mxt TnE c a m  OF B O W R  
STATE OF .II)mO, 1 
1 
Pltiidff, ) C A s E ~ ~ C R - 0 3 -  
1 
V. ) S m A m D  MOTION TO COMTNUE 
> S m m G  
E. MO~RE,  1 
1 
.l%&mdaat. 1 
1 
COME NQF t l ~c  pdnfes, Befadant, Walter E. .. Mhm, &y . and . through . .  . his . alt,oqeyj-, 
Bab& Robem& Bormcr County Public Ddp~der, and t)ae S& of ~ s '  by':6s;'ddthmmgh Philip 
E . Robinsop, ,.. .. ~ h i s f h p a t y  ~oscckting A-y, md rap~etfiilly move the CMm fm its Orda 
. - 
. ;.a ' 
. ,. * .  
rha m-aonsmchrg rshedded in this cprc on Ianvrrry 26.2009. nt 10: 15 am.. V, a date 
I : .  , I  . . , 
J *pm*Wy me ma& lam. 
Thc fwqgoing radtiam is made cm the basis that the ptesateme ixlvestigatim was ~. 
! 
! whdtlcred without the pn?sencc of Ule De:m(tBntts timmey whiic &a was ow ofthe office duc to 
I 
, . - . - - - . - - . - ---+43EgW d ~ x i a : & w w  & &&XZ of ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s x ~ ~ & x o ~ v z ; s . . ~ B c ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ u ~ @ . , . .  , 
, ,* 
I Estr& c m W s  ~giUd&g thc Ddenmt's arigbad sea,pntciq, Dc;fiaa&tts came1 believes 
that the pmmtence iavcstigrpan process should bc xepeaated to address any issues mgarding 
coaccd %-dm. F*, ~ e f c n h t ' s  p s y c b o a d  q4duPlfon with Dr. pnhon . Lqmbnrd < 
has pmpaly m q l d ,  and Dr. Lombard's mpoS is complltte with thc cxixption of having 
I 
I roocrived a mpy af the polygraph aammatim. The polyp* pamination had ?x+a 
re-scheduled for Friday, January 23,2009, at 8:00 a m ;  however, the polygraph examiner 
STIPULATED MOTION TO COMTlNUE SENTENCING Page 1 
. . 
01-22-' 89 10: 29 FROM- 
C 1  L""" .'.-* " " . * *  .-I -., . --. . -.,-"--"-* 
(L.. . I * ,  L V W * ' *  d i  
T-482 P@Q3/005 F-041 
4 r . Y w " /#-% <pZz- - ,+.s 
-- ei * -- --C.-.------ _.--".".....-"..'. '.l.-r__-.-----_._I-i_t__ --------------_..----_ Kg$ _ 
. I . .  . . I *  . . - . - .  - . *  -- . .  . . .._ .__' ,___. ._  
.- -. -. - -. .- ... - ~ ~ i s ~ ~ c . ~ ) ~ ~ . k i ~ r h a ~ ~ . . ~  q&bjj~@, '& jid'filld .tXi;ii ate 'bia ' M e  'KtX '&iiir ' ' .' " .. . , 
..- - ----  - - -  - ,  - - - .  - - -.-_-.- -- -- - .-._ -..-_,.-- ._ - _ , 
~ ~ ~ a m i n a t i o a  ?he next available date is Jmuaxy 30,2009, at 8100 a m  
DAfED thihis 2 ,  , . day of Janurry, 2009. 
: 
a tiw a d  c a c a t  mpy ofthe fmgoing was personally s a v e d  by 
of January, 2009, ad&sscd to: ' ' . . 
Philip E. Robinson 
Chief xkpury bsecutizrg Auomey 
Fax: 263-6726 
b n -  John P. Luswr 
District 3u* 
Fa: fZO8) 946-1 188. 
s71PULATED MOTION TO CONTIMUE SENTENCING 
( . I * * .  I. I . . , ,  . ., . . . . I I I , . .  . "  . ,... " ,  , "  , . , ,  . " ,,,. .,, , 
* , . ,, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE S T A E  OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
COURT MINUTES 
JUDGE; JOHN PATRICK LUSTER 
REPORTER: ANNE MACMANUS 
CLERK: LINDA OPPELT 
DIVISION: DISTRICT 
CASE NO. CR-2003-905 
DATE: 01 -26-09 TIME: 10:15 A.M. 
CD: 09-32 
STATE OF IDAHO vs WALTER MOORE 
Plaintiff I Petitioner Defendant 1 Respondent 
Atty: PHILIP ROBINSON Atty: ISABELLA ROBERTSON 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS RE-SENTENCING 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
I I QUESTION ABOUT PRESEMTENGE INVESTIGATION. INTERVIEWED WITHOUT I 
AN ATTORNEY PRESENT. THE DEFENDANT WANTED AN AlTORNEY 
PRESENT. 
I WAS IN THE HOSPITAL DURING PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION. I 
CASE NO. CR-2003-905 
COURT MINUTES 
DATE: 01 -26-09 
- q3- 
Page 1 of 1 
BONmR COLNTY PUBLIC DEI?ENDER 
Isabella Robertson (I.S.B.N. 6068) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
) 
Plaintiff, ) CASE N m E R  CR-03-0000905 
1 
v 
) ORDER TO VACATE AND CONTINUE 
WALTER E. MOORE, ) SENTENCING 
1 
Defendant. 
1 
The Court having before it the Stipulated Motion to Continue Sentencing on file in this 
case, and good cause appearing; now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the sentencing scheduled in this matter on January 26, 
d 2009, at 10:15 a.m., be and hereby is vacated and continued, to be rescheduled on the 23 day 
of , 2 0 0 3 ,  at I;JG P.M. 
DATED this agy of January. 2009. 
ORDER TO VACATE AND CONTINUE SENTENCING 
- 94- 
PAGE 1 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that true and correct copies of the foregoing were personally served by placing 
copies of the same in the interoffice mailbox or by facsimile on the day of January, 
2009, addressed to: 
Isabella Robertson 
Bonner County Public Defender 
Fax: 255-7559 
Philip H. Robinson 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Fax: 263-6726. 
ORDER TO VACATE AND CONTINUE SENTENCING PAGE 2 
State of ldaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
CaseNo. CR0.3- Y o 5  
Piaint18, ) 
) ORDER FOR EVALUATION(S) 
VS. ) AND SETTING SENTENCING 
Defendant. 
DOE3 
The above named defendant having - [ ] pled guilty in this matter, [ ] been found guilty by jury trial 
to: LZW Jd.. + 
IT IS ORDERED that not later than the next business dav after the date of this order vou must ohysically 
reDort to Probation & Parole, 101 3 Lake Street, Suite 101, Sandpoint, ldaho (208-263-0455) and comply with 
conditions of the presentence investigation. The presentence report is due seven (7) days prior to the 
sentencing hearing. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that your continued release is conditioned upon your making and keeping all 
appointments with Probation & Parole, complying with all conditions of the presentence investigator, and 
obtaining any or all of the following evaluations. You must obtain any evaluation checked below. 
Substance Abuse Evaluation ......... [ ] Pursuant to I.C. 19-2524, to be paid for by 
Mental Health Evaluation ............... [ J the Dept. of Health & Welfare subject to 
Psychosexual Evaluation reimbursement by the defendant. 
Domestic Viotence Evaluation 
YOU ARE ORDERED to appear for sentencing on b ru~kJ3  , 2 0 ~ P a t  1;,301 m. 
DATED this day of TU YI w f I 2 0  0 q. 
Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the day of TGYII 1Gk , 20 o(? copies of the foregoing Order 
were delivered in court, mailed-postage prepaid, sent b j  facsimile or interoffice mail to: 
Defense Attorney: U In Court $lnteroff.ie O Faxed 
Defendant: h ri'AA9 d i f  ~ - t t / / f l ~  2 In Court )i( lnterofftce ;I Mailed 
Probation & Parole: ;I In Court u lnterofflce X ~ a x e d  
Prosecuttng Attorney: J In Court J lnterofftce v ~ a x e d  
Other: U In Court il Interoffice L1 Mailed O Faxed 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT BONNER COUNTY 
BY: 
ORDER FOR EVALUATION(S) AND SETTING SENTENCING ,a/,  BON 010 Rev. 1-09 
82-20-'09 12: 10 FROM- T-789 P0B2/8@5 F-589 
; BONHER COUFTV PROSECUTOR 1208263672a a2/i(u/2tM ll:37 m44 P. 1 
S T A i t  OF' f iJ12f ' l )  
, , ".!'%!'_PC cri irr .  " - 
BONNER COlJNJX PUBLIC DEEENDER 
Idella Robcrtacm (I.S.B.N. 6068) FEB 20 A 11: 38 
4 0 6 S o u t h ~ S ~  
Smdpoiw IQho 83864 
b e :  (208) 255-7889; Fu: (208) 255-7559 - - 
IN ~ ' X I I S ~ C T  OURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DXSTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDABO, IN A m  ]FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Piaintiff, ) CASE NUMBER CR-034W05 
1 
V. ) GI1PULATED MOTION TO CONTINUE 
) SENrENrnG 
WALTER E. MOORE, ) 
COME NOW th parhtrcs, Mendant. Walter E. MOOR, by and throw Janet K. Wtncy. 
Chid Deputy Public Ma&# f a  babella Robortran. B m a  county Public Mendah, md drc 
State of Idaho by and rhrough Pbilip Ii. Rob-, Chief Deputy A m e y ,  and 
~ y m o v c ~ h s f o r i ~ O . r k r c o n ~ g t h c  s e n t e m c b g ~ ~ c d i n t h i r  -on 
FUmwy 23,2009, at 1:30 p.m., to March 23,2009, at 1:30 p.m, which ir the next avaihbk date 
and ti- on Qle Court's cd&. 
The fmgoing motion is made dn the basir that hbclla Rokaoon, thc dcfmdant's 
c d  has beten hoopitalized due to 4a1 -cy that occurrod at Lhe Born County 
cowthmac an Wtdnwday, Fkhmy 18,2009, and it is oat known at thin time how long hdrp. 
Robcxtson wil l  be out of the o 
DATeD this 
OFFICE OF THE BONNEfR BONNER COUNTY PRO 
BY: """m ISABELLA ROBERTSON 
P U B E  DEFBNDER 
SnPUlATEO MOTION 70 CONnNUE SEHTENC~~G 
-3 
w 
BONmR COWTY PL%LIC DEEMDER 
Isabella Robeason (I.S.B.N. 6068) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIRST J ~ I C I A L  DI F THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B O m R  
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
) 
Plaintiff, ) CASE m E R  CR-03-00905 
1 
V. ) STIPULATED MOTION TO CONTINUE 
) SENTENCING 
WALTER E. MOORE, ) 
1 
Defendant. ) 
C O h E  NOW the parties, Defendant, Walter E. Moore, by and through Janet K. Whitney, 
Chief Deputy Public Defender, for Isabella Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and the 
State of Idaho by and through Philip W. Robinson, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and 
respectfully move the Court for its Order continuing the sentencing scheduled in this case on 
February 23, 2009, at 1:30 p.m., to March 23, 2009, at 1:30 p.m., which is the next available date 
and time on the Court's calendar. 
The foregoing motion is made on the basis that Isabella Robertson, the defendant's 
counsel has been hospitalized due to an emergency that occurred at the Bonner County 
courthouse on Wednesday, February 18, 2009, and it is not known at this time how long Mrs. 
Robertson will be out of the office. 
DATED this &%ay of February, 2009. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER 
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
BY: 
ISABELLA ROBERTSON 
PUBLIC DEFENDER CHTEF DEPUTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
STIPULATED MOTION TO CONTINUE SENTENCING Page 1 
I hereby mfy that a true and ws~ect copy of the f o ~ p h g  was pmondly snrvcd by 
fasimile on the *ay of February, 2200, addressed to: 
Philip W. Robinmn 
Chief Deputy Prosmting Attorney 
Fax: 263-6726 
Non. John P. ~uster 
L)lstrict Judge 
Fax: (208) 446- 1 1 88. 
STIPUlA?'ED MOTKIN TO CONTINUE SENTENCING 
BONNElR C O W  PUBLIC DWFNIER 
Ids& Robdsoa GS3.N. 6068) 
406 Sorrtb Ella strat 
Smdpobt, Mpho 83864 
Pbona (208) 255-7889; P m  (208) 255-7559 
STATE OF IDAEO, IN AND FOR TBE COUNTY OF BO- 
STATE OF KDAHO, 1 
v I 
I ) OgDlgR TO VACATE AMD CONTINUE 
WALTER E- MOORE, ) S-CINC 
1 
Dcfj;ndsnt 
The Court More it the Stipulated Motion to Coatbe S m f a s h g  on i3e in 
IT 18 ORDERED that the scat- sdxdulad is t h i s  rmrttea on P m  23, 
I 
* i a ~ a r d o o n t i a r r e d , t o b c r w c h ~ e d o n t h b  
P - -a 
t" 
DATED t?ia ;lt) day of Fcbmgy, 22009. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER TO V-TE AND CONTINUE SENTENCING 
IY s a v d  by pladng 
day o f  Ftirbnlaqy> to: 
ORQER M VACAn! AND CONTINUE QEUrrNCYNO PACE 2 
Bomer County Public Defrender 
Isabella Robertson ISBN: (6068) 
406 S. Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
,*(>T- 
-3 \J I i 
s ' , c  r G O U ' i T  
-- 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST WDICIAL DISTRICT OF T %-<---- 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
) CASE NUMBER CR-03-000905 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION FOR REMOVAL OF PRIOR 
V. ) PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION FROM 
) IDOC AND COURT RECORDS; NOTICE 
WALTER E. MOO=, ) OFHEARING 
1 
Defendant. ) DATE: MARCH 23,2009 
) TIME: 1;30 P.M. 
COMES NOW the above-named defendant, by and through his attorney, Isabella 
Robertson, Bomer County Public Defender, and moves the Court for its Order directing that all 
presentence reports, including psychosexual evaluation and polygraph examination reports prior 
to the current Presentence Report filed February 17,2009, and its attachments, be removed from 
the Defendant's IDOC record and the Court record. 
The foregoing motion is made on the basis that all of such prior record is the result of 
investigation conducted in violation of the Defendant's rights under the Fifth Amendment to the 
United States constitution, upheld by the Idaho Supreme Court in Estrada v. State, 143 Idaho 
558,  149 P.3d 833 (2006). 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned will bring the foregoing motion on for 
hearing before the Honorable John P. Luster, District Judge, at the Bomer County Courthouse, 
MOTION FOR REMOVAL OF PRIOR PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION FROM Page 1 
IDOC AND COURT RECORDS 
on the 23rd day of Much, 2009, at the hour of 1 :30 p.m., or as soon thereafier as the matter rnay 
be heard. 
DATED this 13 day of March, 2009. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER COUNTY 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
- - 
ISABELLA ROBERTSON 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certifL that a true and correct copy of the was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the day of March, 2009, addressed to: 
Philip H. Robinson 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Fax: 263-6726. 
MOTION FOR REMOVAL OF PRIOR PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION FROM Page 2 
IDOC AND COURT RECORDS 
l33-19-' 09 11 : 33 FROPI- T-948 P002/l3l35 F-159 
9-2009-THU 10:31 Ab! BOhut'R 0 .PREECUTOR FAX No. 2082633454 P. 001 
- . *  - -  , 
IN THE I~~XSTRICT COURT OF TBE'F~BST JUDICIAL D I [ S T ~ R X ~  OF TEE- . . . .  - 
STATE OF mmo, IN AM) P O E ' m  C O m  OF BONNEB 
' . .1. 
STATE OF JDAB[O, 1 
) CASENUMBIERCR43a0905 
Plaintiff, 1 
1 
v. ) S ~ ~ m T I o N ' J K )  
) TRANSP0R-I 
WALTER E- MOORE, 1 
) 
Ddcmaaat 1 
1 , . 
. . 
. . .  COME NOW the partie, Dtfmdaat, Walter E Moorc, by and.througb IsabeUa. 
~ o b c n a ~  B&M t h a t y  Pvblic Defendat, his &ay ofrrrmd, aad tbcsbtc &Idaho by and . 
Philip H. Robinsob Cbaf~cputy Prnsecdng ~ n ~ m e ~ ,  md xtspectiwy qove mc 
Corn faa it, OrdQ: mquizing tha drc lW&dnat be wan- ban tb Bomer County Jail to 
thc & ~ e 8  of Tcny Halcy, OD., hbmtah Vision Eye Care, 514 Oak Strter, Smdpoinr, Xdabo, 
cm Fxiddy, M a d  20,2009, at 11:OO a m ,  far an eyc exf&mtiop)r , , . . . 
. .  ~ h c . f o e  mod* is ma& on the baeis thaz rbc ~ c f w d ~  has , m w  m, V 
e- . . . . . . . . . .  due. to. distrtssing pmblcm with hia vision, which .will ,bc,paid, for by his family,. . . . . . .  
md the parties agree Qar i t  it ttppqxi~c that the Defendant have m eye on. 
DAlTDtbis /q d a y d M . n 4 2 0 0 9 -  
I 
I 
FAX No.  208263~454 
'&iwar.a truc luad u x m t  copy Of the hfieou was parsomy swtd by 
IhdHSoTwa on the 
6629 
d 
- &%/ 
PU @Bed 11 3iSJll 35ERf-ai 
83-19- ' 89 11 : 34 FROM- STATE OFJoAii(j 
'ii()tjTy OF 'BQfib!!- -Ed-: I, 
T ..u;klir!p! - 
THE D L ~ T R ~ C F  COURT OF TEE RRST JUDlCLnL DI5'IWCI. Of' 1 kik 
STATE OF IDAHO, M AND FOR TEtE COUNTY OF BOWER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
) CASE FWMBER CR-03-00905 
: Plaintiff, 1 
V. 
1 
1 
1 ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
WALTER E. MOORE, 1 
Defendant. 
) 
1 
1 
The Court having before it the Stipulated Motion to Twrpon on file h n c m ,  md dl .. .C 
IT IS WEREBY ORDERED tbat ths Ddbdmt, Waiter E. Moare. ba ~ranspo- DUU. st 
Btmr~u C ~ ~ n t y l a i I  b Qa o f f i ~ ~ ~  of T- Haley. O.D., Mom& Virion Eye Cue,  52 4 :a. 
Street, Sandpink Idpbo, an the 20th day ofMarch, 2009, at the bow of 1 1 *30 sm., fci 
u.y 
nlminarlon, rmd thar he be rerumed tu the Boxwr Caunry la1 following the -man 
D A E D  this fi day of Marsh, 2009. 
I hereby DE- [h tmd tact C@@S of tb ffarego;ne W a c  pmofiai. 3 r n  a. 1 . 
c m a  an thc & day oiMm& 2009. a d d r ~ s s d  10: 
Wdlla Robefttsoa 
C m r y  Public T) 
Fax: 255-7559 
M w m h  Visfon Eye Care 
F a :  265-44 1 0. 
STATE Or IDAt10 
JUVENILE 
JAIL INFORMATION FOR BONNER COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
JUDGE: CASENO. C . R e 3  -- 9 0 s  
(SUBJECTS FIRST NAME) (SUBJECTS MIDDLE NAME) (SUBJEmS LAST NAME) 
SUBJECT APPEARED IN COURT ON* 
&SUBJECT IS TO: [ ] BE O R D  
[ ] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER 
[ ] BE RELEASEDflIME SERVED 
[ ] BE RELEASED T O  PARENT/PTA 
[ ] MUST SIGN WAIVER O F  EXTRADITION 
[ I BOND $ 
]WORK RELEASE/SEARCH GRANTEE [ j AUTHORIZATION TO T N ONE JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER GRANTED, I F  NECESSARY. 
[ ]SENTENCED TO: [ ] DAYS IMPOSED [ 1 HOURS ON SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGRAM 
[ 1 DAYS SUSPENDED SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODAY 
[ 1 DAYS T O  SERVE A T  SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE BY: 
[ 1 DAYS CREDIT , 2 0  . 
[ ] SUBJECT T O  REPORT T O  THE BONNER COUNTY JAIL ON: A T  - M 
[ ] BREATH OR U/A TEST ORDERED X'S WEEKLY ON: A T  - M 
[ ] SUBJECT SENTENCED T O  SERVE NOT LESS THAN AND NOT MORE THAN 
IN THE IDAHO STATE DEPT. OF  CORRECTIONS. 
[ ] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ ] PLACED ON YEARS PROBATION. 
[ ] SUBJECT T O  BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR N O T  MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
CHARGES c 5kdF='J~d 6 fl 
n - 
JUDGE'S ORDER: SUBJECT IS TO \A L ~ s - 4  I 
[ ] JUDGE'S ORDER WILL FOLLOW [ ] PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE APPOINTED 
Of 
JUDGE'S SIGNATURE (if needed) 
I* 
,/ 0 3 - BAILIFF " n i t  n-0 n-. 
Bonner County Public Defender 
Isabella Robertson ISBN: (6068) 
406 S. Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AVD FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
1 
) CASE NUMBER CR-03-000905 
1 4-0 sea I 
) ORDER PRIOR 
V. ) PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION- 
) 
WALTER E. MOOrn, ) bW 
) 
Defendant. 1 
The Defendant's Motion for Removal of Prior Presentence Investigation From IDOC and 
Court Records having come on for hearing before the Court on March 23,2009, and good cause 
appearing; now, therefore, 
DATED t h i d d d a y  of March, 2009. 
ORDER FOR REMOVAL OF PRIOR PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION FROM 
IDOC AND COURT RECORDS 
Page 1 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally senred by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the fi  day of March, 2009, addressed to: 
Isabella Robertson 
Bomer County Public Defender 
Philip W. Robinson 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Idaho Depmment of Correction 
Sentencing Specialist 
1299 North Orchard, Suite 1 10 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
(certified copy). 
Probation and Parole 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864 
(3 certified copies). 
ORDER FOR REMOVAL OF PRIOR PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION FROM Page 2 
IDOC AND COURT RECORDS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN+Y OF BONNER 
COURT MINUTES 
JUDGE: JOHN PATRICK LUSTER CASE NO. CR-2003-906 
REPORTER: AMNE MACMAMUS DATE: 03-23-49 
CLERK: LJNBA OPPELT CD: 09-81 
01VtSION: DISmICT 
TIME: 1:30 P.M. 
STATE OF IDAHO vs WALTER MOORE 
Plaintiff / Petitioner Defendant / Respondent 
Atty: PHILIP ROBINSON Atty: ISABELLA ROBERTSON 
SUBJECT OF PROGEEDINGS MOTION FOR REMOVAL O f  PRIOR PSIIRE-SENTENCING 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
I I 1 2003 IS SEALED AND HAS NOT BEEN OPENED. CAN SEAL THE 2008 REPORT. I I 1 (12-08-08 REPORT IS SEALED). I THE SECOND ISSUE IS ON 03-12-09 1 SENT A SUBPOENA TO IDOC FOR 
RDS. HAVEN'T RECEIVED THOSE RECORDS. HAVE SERVICE 
I I I FOR HIS MIGRAINES. HE IS NOT GETTING THE PROPER DOSE. HE LOSSES I - - I I SIGHT AND HAS BLACK OUTS. 
158 1 PR 1 I DON'T KNOW ABOUT MIGRAINES OR THE MEDICATION. DIDN'T KNOW IF HE 
CASE NO. CR-2003-905 
COURT MINUTES 
DATE: 3-23-09 
- I /  1- 
Page 1 of 2 
1 I 1 SUBPOENA WAS SERVED AND NOT RESPONDED TO. USUALLY THE 1 
CASE NO. CR-2003-905 
COURT MINUTES 
DATE: 3-23-09 
- 1 1 2 -  
Page 2 of 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY O f  BONNER 
COURT MINUTES 
JUDGE: JOHN PATRICK LUSTER 
REPORTER: ANNE MACMANUS 
CLERK: LINDA OPPELT 
DNISION: DISTRICT 
CASE NO. CR-2003-905 
DATE: 04-27-09 TIME: 1 3 0  P.M. 
CD: 09-1 03 
STATE OF IDAHO vs WALTER MOORE 
Plaintiff I Petitioner Defendant I Respondent 
Atty: PHILIP ROBINSON Atty: ISABELLA ROBERTSON 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS RE-SENTENCING 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
CASE NO. CR-2003-905 DATE: 04-27-09 Page 1 of 2 
COURT MINUTES 
- / /  3- 
I I I VERBY. ONLY REVIEWED CURRENT REPORTS. HAVE SEALED THE PSR I 
CASE NO. CR-2003-905 
COURT MINUTES 
DATE: 04-27-09 
--//+- 
Page 2 of 2 
STATE Or IDAHO 3 -. 
JUVENILE 
FILED 
AT 
FOR BONNER COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
JUDGE: CASE NO.^^^ -- %- 
(SUBJECTS FIRST NAME) (SUBJECT'S MIDDLE NAME) (SUBJECT'S LAST NAME) 
[ ]BY VIDEO & SUBJECT APPEARED IN COURT O N  m- 2 7- 09 AT /m FM 
[ ] SUBJECT IS TO: [ ] BE OR'D 
[ ] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER 
[ ] BE RELEASEDJTIME SERVED 
[ ] BE RELEASED T O  PARENTIPTA 
[ ] MUST SIGN WAIVER O F  EXTRADITION 
/ & REMAIN IN CUSTODY 
[ I BOND $ 
[ ]WORK RELEASWSEARCH GRANTEL 
[ ] SENTENCEDTO: [ ] DAYS IMPOSED [ 1 HOURS ON SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGRAM 
[ 1 DAYS SUSPENDED SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODAY 
[ 1 DAYS TO SERVE AT SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE BY: 
[ 1 DAYS CREDIT , 2 0  . 
[ ] SUBJECT T O  REPORT T O  THE BONNER COUNTY JAIL ON A T  - M 
[ ] BREATH OR UIA TEST ORDERED X'S WEEKLY ON. AT - M 
P SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS THAN AND NOT MORE THAN C j e  
IN THE IDAHO STATE DEPT. OF  CORRECTIONS. 
[ ] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ ] PLACED ON YEARS PROBATION. 
[ ] SUBJECT T O  BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
] PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE APPOINTED 
J I JDGE'SS~GNM~RE (if needed) 
STATE W IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 01: THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONIVER 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
1 Case No. GR 2003-0000905 
Plait~tifT, 1 
VS. 1 A3lENDED 
1 JUDGMENT AND SENTEKCE 
WALTER E, MOORE, 1 
DOB 1 
SS# 1 
1 
Defendant. 
On April 27.2009, before the Honorable John Patrick Luster. District Judge, you, WALTER 
E. MOORE, perso~ially appeared for re-sentencing. .41so appearing were Philip Robinson, Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney for Bonner County, Idaho, and your lawyer Isabella Robertson. 
WHEREUPON, the Court reviewed the presentence report and the COLIX-t having ascertained 
that you have had an opportunity to read the presentence report and review i t  with your lawyer, and 
you having been given the opportunity to explain, correct or deny parts of the presentence report, 
and having done so, and you having been given the opportunity to make a sfatcn~ent and having 
done so, and reconllnendations having been made by co~~nsel  for the State arld by your lawyer, and 
there being no legal reason given why judgment and sentence should not then be pronounced, the 
Court did then pronounce its judgment and sentence as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND IT IS THE JUDGMENT OF THIS COURT that you, 
WALTER E. MOORE, having been found guilty of the criminal charge stated in the Information 
on file herein as follows: 
JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE: Page 1 
LEWD CONDUCT WITH A MINOR UNDER SIXTEEN (16) YEARS, I.C. 
18-1508, a Felony. 
IT IS FUIITHER OJU)ERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that on the charge of 
LEWD CONDUCT WITH A MINOR UNDER SIXTEEN (16) YEARS, I.C. 48- 
1508, you are seiltenced pursuatlt to Idaho Code 5 19-25 13 to the custody of the Idaho State Board 
of Golrections, to be held a i d  incarcerated by said Board in a s~iitable place for a fixed term of 
thirteen (13) years to be follovved by an indeterminate term of life. 
Defendant: is remanded to the custody of the Department of Conections cornn~encing April 
27,2009. You shall be given credit for time served. 
IT IS FURTHER OWERED that your bond be and hereby is exonerated. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, !VALTIER E. MOORE, ARE I-IEIZEBY NOTIFIED that yo~ i  have a r~ght  o appeal 
this to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two (42) days of 
the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an appeal, you 
have the right to apply for leave to appeal in fomia pauperis or to apply for the appointment of 
coui~sel at public expense. If you have any q~iestions conces~ling you right to appeal, you should 
consult your present lawyer. 
ENTERED this 5'* day of May, 2009. 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
JUDGMENT AND SENTIZNCE: Page 2 
I hereby certify that on the (6 day o 2008, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing Judgment and Sentenci , postage prepaid, or by 
interoffice mail to: 
Idaho Depart.n~ent of Correction 
Sentencing Special~st, Records 
1299 n'ortk Orcharif, Sulte 1 l O 
Boise, ID 83'706 
(certified copy) 
Philip Robinson 
Bonner County Deputy Prosecriting Attorney 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Isabella Robertson 
Bonner County Public Defender 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Probation and Parole 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Bonner County Sheriff 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
MARIE SCOTT 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COL'RT 
JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE: Page 3 
DefendantiAppe I lant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C O W T Y  OF 
. >  
Appellant, ,I 
VS. 
Respondent. 1 
Case No. Lg- 03 - w%5 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE RESPONDENTS, $$de 0 f Z J ~ O  , 
AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, PA;/ 13ob;naon 
AND W E  CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED 
COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT 
1. The above named Appellant(s) un (f s r F. /nos re 
appeal(s) against the above named respondentls) to the Idaho Supreme Court from (the final 
judgment or order, (describe it) 
entered in the above-entitled action (proceeding) on t h e d A d a y  of ~ ~ r : !  f 
20*, Honorable Judge doka P. bdcr  presiding. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
Revised: 1011 4/05 
2. That the p a w  has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment or 
orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 
[e.g. ( I  1 (c)(l)), or ( I  2(a))] I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement ofthe issues on appeal which the appellant then intends to 
assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant 
from asserting other issues on appeal. 
4.(a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? ( r / r ~  
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: 
JiP The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule 25(a), I.A.R. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
Revised 101 14/05 
&f The entire reporter's transcript supplemented by the following: 
0 Voir Dire examination of jury 
fit Closing arguments of counsel 
0 The following reporter's partial transcript: 
pll The testimony of witness(es) 
fl Conferences on requested instructions 
O Instructions verbally given by court 
5. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R. 
U All requested and given jury instructions 
U The deposition of 
@ Plaintiffs motion for continuance of trial 
I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b)(l) U That the clerk of the district court or administrative agency has been paid the 
estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(2) @ That the appellant is exempt fiom paying the estimated transcript fee because 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
Revised 10/ 14/05 
(c)(l) 0 That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk or agency" record has been 
paid. 
(2) 8( That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation 
of the record because 
(d)(1) 13 That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(2) pd. That appellate is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because b : ~  i n d ; 2 d .  
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20, and the aEorney general of Idaho pursuant to Section 67-1401(1), Idaho Code. 
DATED THIS // day of D/un ,zo 07. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
County of d o r r ~ ~ l  1 
d&ja~/p~ &. fl-rp , being sworn, deposes and says: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
Revised 10114105 
That the party is the appellant in the above-entitled appeal and that all statements in this 
notice of appeal are true and correct to the best of his or her knowledge and belief. 
Appellant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this day of 9 
I 
(SEAL) $L omm lsslon explres: 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 4 day of June ,2O&, 1 
mailed a true and correct copy of the NOTICE OF APPEAL via prison mail system for 
processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION, APPELLATE UNIT 
PO Box 87320 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
r County Prosecuting Attorney 
#a d+F.r - €' Mmre 
Appellant 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 5 
Revised 10114105 
Full Name of Party Filing This Document 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF &&?id' 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR 
* 1 PERMISSION TO PROCEED ON PARTIAL 
Plaintiff, / PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
VS. . I 
Defendant. 
IMPORTANT NOTlCE: ldaho Code 5 31-3220A requires that you serve upon counsel for 
the county sheriff, the departnnent of correction or the private correctional facility, 
whichever may apply, a copy of this motion and affidavit and any other documents filed 
in connection with this request. You must file proof of such service with the court when 
you file this document. 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
) ss. 
County of ADA ) 
[ X I  Plaintiff [ ] Defendant asks to start or defend this case on partial payment of court 
fees, and swears under oath I 
1. This is an action for (type of case) . I 
believe I'm entitled to get what I am asking for. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMESSION TO 
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) 
CAO 1-1 0C 2/25/2005 
PAGE 1 
2. [$I I have not previously brought this claim against the same party or a claim based on 
the same operative facts in any state or federal court. [ ] I have filed this claim against the 
same party or a claim based on the same operative facts in a state or federal court. 
3. 1 am unable to pay all the court costs now. I have attached to this affidavit a current 
statement of my inmate account, certified by a custodian of inmate accounts, that reflects the 
activity of the account over my period of incarceration or for the last twelve (1 2) months, 
whichever is less. 
4. 1 understand I will be required to pay an initial partial filing fee in the amount of 20% of the 
greater of: (a) the average monthly deposits to my inmate account or (b) the average monthly 
balance in my inmate account for the last six (6) months. I also understand that I must pay the 
remainder of the filing fee by making monthly payments of 20% of the preceding month's 
income in my inmate account until the fee is paid in full. 
5. 1 verify that the statements made in this affidavit are true. I understand that a false 
statement in this affidavit is perjury and I could be sent to prison for an additional fourteen (14) 
years. 
Do not leave any items blank. If any item does not apply, write "N/AU. Attach additional pages 
if more space is needed for any response. 
IDENTIFICATION AND RESIDENCE: 
Name: ~ c d c r  &. / r . m  Other name(s) I have used: 
Address:zCC. - u.12. c ?0 . .  B& 7 ~ 1 0  . & 2 5 4 ,  ~ 3 7 0 ' t - ~ j f 1 6  
How long at that address? F:VC/S) MF (%.l Phone: N/& 
Date and place of birth: d9 flmcl\ 6@ Thr h llos, 6 R 
DEPENDENTS: 
I am [%I single [ ] married. If married, you must provide the following information: 
Name of spouse: D P ~ c ~  o 3 &,lu 05 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) 
CAO 1-1 0C 2/25/2005 
PAGE 2 
My other dependents (including minor children) are: 
INCOME: 
Amount of my income: per [ ]week [ ] month 
Other than my inmate account I have outside money from: n/lA 
My spouse's income: $ N/& per [ ]week [ ]month. 
ASSETS: 
List all real property (land and buildings) owned or being purchased by you. 
Your Legal 
Address City State Description Value Equity 
List all other property owned by you and state its value. 
Description (provide description for each item) Value 
Cash N / A  
Notes and Receivables H A 
Vehicles: !if / A  
BanWCredit Union/Savinss/Checkina Accounts N 
Stocks/Bonds/Investments/Certificates of De~osit  N [I$ 
Trust Funds N ~ A  
Retirement Accounts/lRAsNOt Ik)s N / I I  
Cash Value Insurance r \ t h  
Motorcvcles/Boats/RVslSnowmobiles: / A  
FurnitureIA~~liances N ~ I !  
JeweIwlAntiaueslColIectibIes N / /I 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) 
CAO 1-1 OC 2/25/2005 
PAGE 3 
Description (provrde descrlpt~crn for each rtem) Value 
EXPENSES: List all of your monthly expenses. 
Expense 
Average 
Monthly Payment 
RenVHouse Pavment N / A  
Vehicle Pavmentls) N / A  
Credit Cards: (list each account number) 
Loans: (name of lender and reason for loan) 
ElectricitvINatural Gas N /A 
Phone NIIJ 
Groceries N/A 
Clothina N / A  
Auto Fuel / A  
Auto Maintenance b/ 14 
Home Insurance Af /A 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) 
CAO 1-1 0C 2/25/2005 
PAGE 4 
Average 
Expense Monthly Payment 
Auto Insurance N/R 
Life 1 nsurance N /A 
Medical Insurance N /A 
Medical Exwnse N / A  
Other N /A 
MISCELLANEOUS: 
How much can you borrow? $ N / A  From whom? N/A 
When did you file your last income tax return? 1999 Amount of refund: $ ,@ 
PERSONAL REFERENCES: (These persons must be able to verify information provided) 
Name Address Phone Years Known 
c &A aA urs 
Signature 
Typed or Printed Name 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me 
20&. 
Motary Public for Idaho -- 
Residing at 
My Commission expires 9 //6 /13 NOTARY PURC 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) 
CAO 1 -1 0C 2/25/2005 
PAGE 5 
Telephone Numbar 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE ~ h - 5 4  JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF &n/ricr 
Plaintiff, 
VS . 
, 
ORDER RE: PARTIAL PAYMENT OF 
COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
Case No.: CV-o 3 - 6o705 
Defendant. I 
Having reviewed the [ ] Plaintiff's Ip( ] Defendant's Motion and Affidavit for Partial 
Payment of Court Fees, 
THIS COURT FINDS AND ORDERS: 
[ 1 The average monthly deposits in the prisoner's inmate account total $ , the 
average monthly balance in the prisoner's inmate account during the last six months has been 
$ ; 20% of the greater of these amounts is $ and must be paid as a 
partial initial fee at the time of filing. The prisoner shall make monthly payments of not less than 
20% of the preceding month's income credited to the prisoner's inmate account until the 
remainder of the court filing fees in the amount of $ are paid in full. The agency or 
entity having custody of the prisoner shall forward payments from the prisoner's inmate account 
to the clerk of the court each time the amount in the prisoner's inmate account exceeds ten 
dollars ($10.00) until the full amount is paid 
or [ ] The prisoner has no assets and need not pay any fee at this time. The prisoner shall 
make monthly payments of not less than 20% of the preceding month's income credited to the 
prisoner's inmate account until the court filing fees in the amount of $ are paid in 
ORDER RE: PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
CAO 1 -1 0 0  05/2012005 
PAGE I 
full. The agency or entity having custody of the prisoner shall fotward payments from the 
prisoner's inmate account to the clerk of the court each time the amount in the prisoner's inmate 
account exceeds ten dollars ($10.00) until the full amount is paid. 
or [ ] THIS COURT DENIES the motion because 
[ ] the prisoner did not comply with all the requirements of Idaho Code $31-3220A , or 
[ ] the Court finds the prisoner has the ability to pay the full filing fee at this time. 
Date: 
Judge 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that a copy was served: 
To Prisoner: 
Name: U/~L&IV- ti?. fluore. [ ] Hand-delivery 
Address: 0. 12. C, POC, d=*K, ?d 0 [ ] Mailing 
City, State, Zip: [ 1 Fax to (number) 
To [ ] counsel for the county sheriff [ ] the department of correction or [ ] the private 
correctional facility: 
Name: [ ] Hand-delivery 
Address: [ ] Mailing 
City, State, Zip: [ ] Fax to (number) 
Date: 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER RE: PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
CAO 1-100 0512012005 
PAGE 2 
Defendant-Appellant 
IN THE: DISTRICT COURT OF THE fi f- A- JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF TI-IE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 1 
1 
VS. 1 
1 
3 ) 
1 
Defendant-Appellant. 1 
1 
Case No. ( fy  - 0 3 - ~ % 5  
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT TPJ 
SUPPORT FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL 
COMES NOW, /&$v g Mktve , Defendant-Appellant in the 
above entitled matter and moves this Honorable Court to grant Defendant-Appellant's Motion 
for Appointment of Counsel for the reasons more fully set forth herein and in the AMidavit in 
Support of Motion for Appointment of Counsel. 
1. Defendant-Appellant is currently incarcerated within the Idaho Department of 
Corrections under the direct care, custody and control of Warden Y, LA Z , 
ofthe i k A o  t G r r c d : o n A ~  bL 
2. The issues to be presented in this case may become to complex for the Defendant- 
Appellant to properly pursue. Defendant-Appellant lacks the knowledge and skill needed to 
represent himherself. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - I 
Rev~sed 1011 4105 
3. Defendant-Appellant required assistance completing these pleadings, as he/she 
was unable to do it himherself. 
, 
4. Other: 
DATED this & day of ,200"). 
Defendant-Appel lant 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
) ss 
County of 1 
, after first being duly sworn upon hislher oath, deposes 
and says as follows: 
1 .  I am the Affiant in the above-entitled case; 
2. I am currently residing at the 
under the care, custody and control of Warden \c,Ldcr; 
3 .  I am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel; 
4. I am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real 
property; 
5. I am unable to provide any other form of security; 
6.  I am untrained in the law; 
7. If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly 
handicapped in competing with trained and competent counsel of the State; 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 2 
Revised. 1011 4/05 
Further your afltant sayeth naught. 
W E E F O R E ,  Defendant-Appellant respectfilly prays that this Honorable 
Court issue it's Order granting Defendant-Appellant's Motion for Appointment of Counsel to 
represent hisher interest, or in the alternative grant any such relief to which it may appear the 
Defendant-Appellant is entitled to. 
DATED This 4 day of , 2 0 0 5 .  
Defendant-Appel lant 
f-4 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED to before me this day 
of S~1e ,~w.T. 
(SEAL) 
Commission expires: 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 3 
Revtsed 1011 4/05 
CERTIFXCATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 4 day of &,~c , I 
mailed a copy of this MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL for the purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via 
prison mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
County Prosecuting Attorney 
P- &;LI 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 4 
Revised. 10/14105 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. LV -03 - 60St.S 
Plaintiff-Respondent, ) 
1 ORDER GRANTING 
VS. ) MOTION FOR 
1 MPOINTrnNT 
% I  OF COUNSEL 
1 
Defendant-Appellant. ) 
) 
IT IS HEARBY ORDERED that the Defendant-Appellant's Motion for 
Appointment of Counsel is granted and (attorney's 
name), a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, is hereby appointed to represent 
said defendant in all proceedings involving this appeal. 
DATED this - day of ,20-. 
District' Judge 
ORDER GRANTING MOTlON TO APPOINT COUNSEL 
Revised 10114/05 
BONNER COUNW PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Isabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) 
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plain tiff/ ) 1 CASE NUMBER CR-03-0000905 Respondent, 1 
v. 
WALTER E. MOORE, 
1 
1 MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
1 STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Defendant/ 1 
Appellant. 1 1 
COMES NOW the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Isabella 
Robertson, Bonner County Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for its Order pursuant 
to Idaho Code 819-867, et seq., and I.A.R. Rule 13(b), (12) and (19) appointing the State 
Appellate Public Defender's Office to represent the Appellant in all further appellate proceedings 
and allowing counsel for the Defendant to withdraw as counsel of record following disposition of 
any motions in this Court. This motion is brought on the grounds and for the reasons that the 
Defendant is currently being represented by the Bonner County Public Defender's Office; the 
State Appellate Public Defender is authorized by statute to represent the Defendant in all felony 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER -1 - 
appellate proceedings; and it is in the interest of justice for them to do so in this case since the 
Defendant is indigent, and any hrther proceedings in this case will be appealed. 
BATED this day of June, 2009. 
OFFICE OF THE BONNER 
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
BY: 
ISABELLA ROBERTSON 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this ) ) day of June, 2009, served true and 
correct copies of the foregoing MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER via interoffice mail or as otherwise indicated upon the parties as follows: 
Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney [ J First Class Mail 
P.O. Box 1486 [ ] Certified Mail 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 [ ] Facsimile 
[C3/ Interoffice Mail 
State Appellate Public Defender [< First Class Mail 
P.O. Box 83720 [ ] Certified Mail 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0005 [ ] Facsimile 
Lawrence Wasden [L+ First Class Mail 
Attorney General [ ] Certified Mail 
P.O. Box 83720 [ ] Facsimile 
Boise, Idaho 83 720-00 1 0 
Anne MacManus, Court Reporter First Class Mail 
Judge Luster's Chambers Certified Mail 
P. 0 .  Box 9000 [J Facsimile 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 838 16-9000. 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER -2- 
BOWER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER S IATE OF ~U&HO COUNTY OF BONNER Esabella Robertson (ISBN: 6068) / ? S T  JUi?lCli.[ @!s T R ~ C ~  
406 South Ella Street 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 ~ M I I  P 3 3 0  
Phone: (208) 255-7889; Fax: (208) 255-7559 
IN THE DISTWCT COURT OF THE FIRST T OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Plaintiff/ ) CASE NUMBER CR-03-0000905 
Respondent, 1 
1 
V. ) AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
1 
WALTER E. MOORE, 1 
1 
Defendant/' 1 
Appellant. 1 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE CLERK 
OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT: 
1. The above named Appellant hereby appeals against the above-named Respondent, 
the State of Idaho, to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Amended Judgment and Sentence 
entered herein on May 6, 2009, the Honorable John P. Luster, District Judge, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the Order 
described above in paragraph one is an appealable order under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate 
Rules 1 1 (c)(l). 
3. The issues Appellant intends to assert in this appeal include, but are not 
necessarily limited to: 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL Page 1 
A. Excessive sentence. 
4. Appellant requests the preparation of the entire reporter's standard transcript as 
defined in Rule 25 I.A.R., and to also include the following: 
A. Pursuant to Rule 25@), the transcripts of all testimony and proceedings 
reported by the reporter at the following hearings: 
a) Re-sentencing held April 27, 2009; 
5 .  The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's 
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28 I.A.R.: 
A. Presentence Report dated December 8,2008. 
6.  I hereby certify as follows: 
A. A copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served upon the court reporter. 
B. The Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee because 
the Appellant is an indigent who is represented by the Office of the Bonner 
County Public Defender. 
C. The Appellant is exempt from paying the filing fee because the Appellant 
is an indigent who is represented by the Office of the Bonner County 
Public Defender. 
D. The Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation 
of the record because the Appellant is an indigent who is represented by 
the Office of the Bonner County Public Defender. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL Page 2 
E. Service has been made upon all pasties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20 I.A.R., to wit the Bonner County Prosecuting Attorney, and the 
Attorney General of Idaho pursuant to Section 6'7-1401 (1) Idaho Code. 
DATED this / / day of June, 2009. 
OFFICE OF TBE BOWER 
IC DEFENDER 
ISABELLA ROBERTSON 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL Page 3 
- /+a- 
GERTIHCATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that 1 have this j &/day of June, 2009, served a true and 
correct copy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL via interoffice rnail or as 
o thmise  indicated upon the parties as follows: 
B o m a  County Prosecuting Attorney [ J First Class Mail 
P.O. Box 1486 [ J Certified Mail 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 Facsimile 
eroffice Mail 
State Appellate Public Defender First Class Mail 
P.O. Box 83720 Certified Mail 
Eloise, Idaho 83720-0005 [J Facsimile 
Lawence Wasden [w First Class Mail 
Attorney General [ J Certified Mail 
P.O. Box 83720 Facsimile 
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 0 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL Page 4 
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In the Supreme Court of the ~h'tk: bf  1#diho 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
) - - y . 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
v. 
WALTER E. MOORE?, 
) O D E R  COmITIONALLY 
) DISMISSn\rc APPEAL 
) 
) Supreme C o w  Docket No. 36578-2009 
) Bonner County Docket No. 2003-905 
) 
Defendant-Appellant. ) 
The NOTICE OF APPEAL filed June 8,2009 is frorn the Amended Judgment and 
Sentence entered by the Honorable John P. Luster, District Judge, on May 6, 2009. Appellate Rule 
14 requires that an appeal be filed within forty-two (42) days frorn the date of entry of the final 
judgment. It appears that the NOTICE OF APPEAL was not filed within forty-two (42) days from 
the date of entry of the Amended Judgment and Sentence dated May 6,2009; therefore, good cause 
appearing, 
IT E R E B Y  IS ORDEED that this appeal be, and hereby is, CONDITIONALLY 
DISMISSED for the reason the appeal may not be timely filed; however, the Appellant may file a 
RESPONSE to this Order within twenty-one (21) days from the date of this Order which shall show 
good cause, if any exists, why this appeal should not be dismissed. If the Response asserts the 
Notice of Appeal was timely placed in the prison mail system, then, Appellant shall include a copy 
of the prison mail log showing the date of tender. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that proceedings in this appeal shall be SUSPENDED 
pending an appropriate Order frorn the Court. 
ORDER CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING APPEAL - Docket No. 36578-2009 
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In the Supreme Court of the S@$ of Idaho 
L 13 A I f :  52 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
v. 
WALTER E. MOORE, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) ORDER WITHDRAWING ORDER 
) CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING 
) APPEAL 
) 
) Supreme Court Docket No. 36578-2009 
) Bomer County Docket No. 2003-905 
) 
111 On June 12, 2009, this Court issued an Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal for the ill 11 reason the above entitled appeal may not be timely filed; however, Appellant was allowed to file a 111 (I( response, with regard to the issue of timeliness, showing good cause why this appeal should not be Ill /I( dismissed. Subsequently, a RESPONSE TO CONDITIONAL DISMISSAL was filed by counsel Ill 
for Appellant on June 30,2009. Therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that this Court's 6-12-09 Order Conditionally Dismissing 
Appeal be, and hereby is, WITHDRAWN. Furthermore, proceedings in this appeal shall be 
2,. 
REINSTATED and proceed accordingly. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the Clerk's Record and Reporter's Transcript shall be 
filed with this Court on or before September 1 1,2009. 
& DATED this 8 day of July 2009. 
By Order of the Supreme Court 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
Court Reporter Ann MacManus 
ORDER WITHDRAWING CONDITIONAL DISMISSAL - Docket No. 36578-2009 
111 
- 
- I U 9 -  111 
MOLLY J. HUSKEY 
State Appellate Public Defender 
State of ldaho 
1,S.B. % 4843 
SARA B. THOMAS 
Chief, Appcatiate Unit 
I.S.B. jrl! 5867 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ldaho 83703 
(208) 334-271 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNER COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff-Respondent, CASE NO. CR-03-00905 
v. i S.C. DOCKET NO. 36578 
WALTER E, MOORE, 
) 
1 SECOND AMENDED 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Defendant-Appellant . j 
TO: THE ABOE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, PHILIP ROBINSON, BONNER COUNTY 
PROSECUTOR, 215 S 1ST AVENUE, SANDPOINT, ID, 83864, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HE REBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the ldaho Supreme Court from the Amended Judgment and 
Sentence entered in the aboveentitled action on the 6" day of May, 2009, the 
Honorable John P. Luster, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the ldaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to ldaho Appellate Rule (I.A.R.) Z 1 (c)(l-10). 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 1 
3. A preliminaly statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall 
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, idare: 
(a) Did the district court err in imposing an excessive sentence? 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record 
that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PS1). 
5. Reporter's Transcript. The appellant requests the preparation of the 
entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25(c). The appellant 
also requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
(a) Wearins held on Januaw 26, 2009 (Court Reporter: Anne 
MacManus, estimation of less than 100 paoesl; 
(b) Hearina held on March 23,2009 (Court Reporter: Anne MacManus, 
estimation of less than 100 paaes); and 
(c) Sentencing Hearing heM on April 27, 2009 (Court Reporter: Anne 
MacManus, estimation of less than 100 pages). 
8. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record 
pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to 
be included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under 
l .A. R. 28(b)(2): 
(a) Letter from Both Counsel to Judae Luster filed October 10, 2008; 
(b) Letter from Defendant to Judge Luster filed November 18.2008; 
(c) Copies of Corres~ondence from Defendant filed Januaw 22.2009; 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2 
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( 4  I 
(e) Exhibit List filed April 27. 2009; and 
(Q Any exhibits, indudina but not limited to letters or victim im~act 
statements, addendurns to the PSI or other items offered at 
sentencina hearina includina, but not limited to, the Attachment to 
PSI filed January 7, 2009. 
7.  lcertrfy: 
(a) That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been senred on 
the Court Reporter, Anne MacManus; 
(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho 
Code 55 31 -3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)); 
(c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (I.C. 55 31-3220, 31 -3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8)); 
(d) That amngements have been made with Bonner County who will 
be responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client 
is indigent, Idaho Cafe $5 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e); 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to 1.A.R 20. 
DATED this 14* day of July, 2009. 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 3 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 14"" day of Jul , 2009, caused a true 6 and correct copy of the attached SECOND AMENDED N TlCE OF APPEAL to 
be placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
ISABELLA ROBERTSON 
BONNER COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
406 S ELL4 
SANDPOINT ID 83864 
ANNE MACMANUS 
COURT REPORTER 
501 GOVERNMENT VVAY 
PO BOX 9000 
COEUR D ALENE ID 8381 6 9000 
PHILIP ti ROBINSON 
BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTORS OFFICE 
215 S ISTAVENUE 
SANDPOINT ID 83864 
KENNETH K JORGENSEN 
DEPUTYArrORNEYGENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE ID 83720 
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme Court 
Administrative ~ssistant 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 4 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) SUPREME COURT NO. 36578 
Plaintdf-Respondent, 
) 
1 CLERK'S CXRTIFICATE 
VS. 
) 
) 
WALTER E. MOOIUE, 
) 
) 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
) 
I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do certify that the foregoing Record in h s  cause 
was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete Record of 
the pleadings and documents requested by Appellant Rule 28. 
IN WITNESS WI-EREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court th s  ! ( day of September, 2009. 
MARIE SCOTT 
Clerk of the District Court 
Clerk's Certdicate 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 SUPREME COURT NO. 365978 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
us. 
1 
1 
WALTER E. MOORE, 
1 
) 
1 
Defendant/ Appellant. 
) 
I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do hereby certify that the following is offered as 
the Clerk's exhibit on appeal: 
CONFIDENTIAL ENVELOPE #1 
Letter from defendant filed June 12,2003 
Letter from defendant filed December 6,2004 
Letter from defendant filed January 28,2005 
Letter from Clerk's Office filed February 1,2005 
Letter from defendant filed March 26,2005 
Letter from both Counselors filed October 10,2008 
Letter from defendant filed November 18,2008 
Notice of Filing Evaluation"Confidentia1 filed February 12,2009 
Exlubit List filed April 27,2009 
CONFIDENTIAL E W L O P E  #2 
Presentence Report filed August 27,2003 
Includes Psychosexual Evaluation Agreement and Report; 
Polygraph Test Results; Multiphasic Sex Inventory test results; 
Abel Assessment Inventory test results; billing. 
CONFIDENTIAL ENVELOPE #3 
Exlubit List filed September 2,2003 
Photograph pages #I-9 
Letters 
CONFIDENTIAL ENVELOPE #4 
Content as listed: 
2 Exhbits from April 27,2009 
Letter from Dennis W. Biggs 
Letters of Support 
PSI Attachment filed January 7,2009 
Polygraph Examination results filed February 12,2009 
Psychosexual Evaluation filed February 12,2009 
Pre-Sentence Report filed February 17,2009 
CONFIDENTIAL ENVELOPE #5 
Inmate Information Sheet filed April 18,2003 
Criminal and Driving Record Report filed April 22,2003 
Invoice from Thomas J. Hearn filed August 8,2003 
Invoice from Jonelle Timlin dated August 1,2003 
IN WITNESS W E  eunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court t h s  f8" day o 2009. 
I l i l $ p l  sr ,jod'// Marie Scott 
ad.,. % L ~  Clerk of the District Court 
~ e ~ u t ~  Clerk / 
Certificate of Exhibits 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE, OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaint&-Respondent, 
vs. 
WALTER E. MOORE, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) SUPREME COURT NO. 36578 
1 
) CERTIFICAE OF SERVICE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and 
for the County of Bonner, do hereby cerbfy that I have personally served or mailed, by United 
Parcel Service, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD to each of the Attorneys of Record in t h s  
cause as follows: 
LAWENCE WASDEN MOLLY HUSIGY 
ATTORNEY GENERAL STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
P.O. BOX 83720 P.O. BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 BOISE, ID 83720-0005 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
IN WITNESS W E O F ,  I have hereunto set my hand and afhed the seal of the said 
Court tlus 18 day of September, 2009. 
Marie Scott 
8 b i f l i #  \\t$f Clerk of the District Court *,# 
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